Symbols
: (colon) in indexes, 780
\{=\} field, 643
“”(quotation marks) in indexes, 780
\ (backslash), 768
1.5 Lines (line spacing setting), 195
3-D (border type), 220
3-D charts, 503
3-D effects, 482-484
3-D rotation, 420-421, 549-550

A
About This Sentence option (grammar-check), 97
ABS() function, 386
absolute measurements (text boxes), 323
Absolute Position option (Picture Position settings), 407
accepting revisions, 792-793
accessibility, 992
documents, 993
charts/graphs, 994
headings, 993-994
hyperlinks, 995
images, 994
paragraph frames, 997
styles, 993-994
tables, 995-996
text boxes, 997
input devices, 992
screen magnification, 992
screen readers, 992
TTS (Text-to-Speech), 992
XML-based content, 993
accessing workgroup templates, 304-306
ActiveX controls, 678
adaptive technology, 992
document accessibility, 993
charts/graphs, 994
headings, 993-994
hyperlinks, 995
images, 994
paragraph frames, 997
styles, 993-994
tables, 995-996
text boxes, 997
input devices, 992
screen magnification, 992
screen readers, 992
TTS (Text-to-Speech), 992
XML-based content, 993
Add Template dialog box, 313
Add Text command, 751
Add to Dictionary option (spell-check menu), 96
Add User – Webpage dialog box, 825
Add Users dialog box, 814
add-ins, 931-932
COM add-ins, 931-932
defined, 930
disabling, 932, 980-982
enabling, 932
removing, 932
Smart Tags, 932
troubleshooting, 933
viewing installed add-ins, 931
Add/Modify FTP Locations dialog box, 37
adding. See inserting
\{AddressBlock\} field, 567, 599, 647
addresses
evelopes
positioning, 336
storing and retrieving, 338-339
troubleshooting line spacing, 348
mail merge
blocks, 580-581
validation, 589
Smart Tags for, 119
\{Advance\} field, 643
Advanced Attributes dialog box, 808
Advanced document properties, 51-52
Advanced Layout dialog box, 501
Picture Position tab, 406-407
text wrap options, 404
After setting (paragraph spacing), 196-197
alerts
document alerts, 828-829
SharePoint Team Services, 843-844
aligning
drawn objects, 471
numbered lists, 210
paragraphs, 206
tables, 379
text in table cells, 378
WordArt, 488-489
Alignment option (Picture Position settings), 407
All Caps font effect, 173
alternate style names, 240-241
ANCHORS

anchors, 404-405
AND() function, 386
antonyms, looking up, 123-125
APA citation style, 721
Application Data folder, 316
Apply As You Type option (AutoCorrect As You Type), 184
Apply Styles pane, 234-235
applying
color sets, 258
filters to mail merges, 585
advanced filters, 586-587
filtering for blank or non-blank entries, 586
font sets, 260
global templates, 313-314
glow, 418
picture presets, 418-419
reflection, 417
shadow effects, 416
soft edges, 418
styles, 229
Apply Styles pane, 234-235
order of application, 229
Quick Styles, 231
Styles pane, 233-234
themes, 256
area charts, 502
arrow heads, adding/removing, 461
{Ask} fields, 594-596, 647
assigning
keyboard shortcuts
macros, 911-912, 920-922
styles, 246-247
macros to toolbar buttons, 912

assisting technology. See adaptive technology
At Least (line spacing setting), 195
Attach Template dialog box, 313
attaching stylesheets, 897-898
attachments (email), 856
{Author} field, 641
AutoClose macro, 915
AutoCorrect, 111
automatic hyperlink conversion, 629
entries
formatted entries, 115
plain text entries, 115
changing, 114
inserting symbols with, 63-67
Math AutoCorrect, 115-117
rejecting corrections, 112
setting options, 112-114
AutoCorrect Exceptions dialog box, 113
AutoCorrect option (spell-check menu), 96
AutoExec macro, 915
AutoExit macro, 915
AutoFit (tables), 367
AutoFormat As You Type options, 183-184, 207-208
AutoFormat command, 184, 188
adding to Quick Access toolbar, 184-185
automated mode, 187
interactive mode, 187-188
options, 186-187
AutoMark feature (indexes), 767, 771-772
automated mode (AutoFormat), 187
Automatic color mode, 413
Automatically As You Type options (AutoCorrect As You Type), 184
Automatically Select Entire Word option, 93
automation
backups, creating, 979
document automation fields, 646-647
templates, 315
hyperlink conversion, 629
hyphenation, 117-118
updating
custom properties, 53
styles, 248, 316
AutoNew macro, 915
{AutoNum} field, 642
{AutoNumLgl} field, 642
{AutoNumOut} field, 642
AutoOpen macro, 315, 915
AutoRecover, 55-56, 977-978
AutoShapes
drawing, 456-457
modifying, 464
AutoSummarize, 699-700
{AutoText} field, 645
{AutoTextList} field, 645-646
AVERAGE() function, 386
axes (charts), 492, 510
axes titles, 492, 509-510
number type, 513-514
presets, 510
scale, 511-513
titles, 492, 509-510

B

\b switch
{Index} field, 776
{TA} field, 763
{TOC} field, 756
backgrounds
colored backgrounds, 221-223
colors/images, 137
fills, 443-444
page, 293
printing in, 139
table cells, 373-374
backslash (\), 768
Backspace (\), 768
backward-compatible documents
digital photos, 400-401
shadow effects, applying, 416
balloons, enabling/disabling, 785-786, 803
banners, creating, 333-334
bar charts, 502
Bar tab stop, 202
{BarCode} field, 643
baseline shift, 177
Before setting (paragraph spacing), 196-197
Behind Text (text-wrapping setting), 327
bevel effects, applying, 527
bibliographies
bibliography fields, 732

citations. See citations
definition, 720
fields, 732
formatting, 729-730
inserting from Bibliography
Gallery, 730-731
layouts, 730
overview, 720
removing from Bibliography
Gallery, 733
saving to Bibliography
Gallery, 732-733
sources
creating when entering
citations, 726-727
deleting, 725
editing, 724
entering, 722-724
inline references to,
725-726
temporary placeholders
for, 727
transferring to/from
Master List, 725

Bibliography Gallery
inserting bibliographies from,
730-731
removing bibliographies from,
733
saving bibliographies to,
732-733

bit depth, 397-398

bitmaps, 396. See also digital
photos
fonts, 163
images, 426

bits, 396

Black & white color mode, 413

blank documents, 28-29

blank entries, filtering for
(mail merges), 586

blank pages, troubleshooting
during printing, 151

blocking (Quick Style set
switching), 232

Blogger, 850-851

blogs
adding, 854-855
categories, creating, 854
compared to web pages, 848
definition, 848
deleting, 854-855
pictures and graphics, adding,
853-854
posts
creating, 853
editing, 856
services
Blogger, 850-851
community servers, 852
MSN Spaces, 850
registering, 849
SharePoint 2007, 851
troubleshooting, 856
Word blogging interface,
848-849

blue wavy lines, 96

body fonts, 16

bold text, 169-171

BoldItalics1 macro, 925

BoldItalics2 macro, 925-926

book folds, 268-269

Book Layout option (Picture
Position settings), 407

Bookmark dialog box, 389,
610-611

bookmarks, 610
assigning to legacy form
fields, 671
creating, 610-611
cross-references, 614-615
hyperlinks
another document, 613
same document, 612
jumping to, 611

borders
adding
clip art, 447
drawings, 473-474
pictures, 422
pages, 294-295
paragraphs, 217-218
formatting, 219-221
troubleshooting, 225
types of, 218-219
table cells, 374-376
text boxes, 324-325
Borders and Shading dialog
box, 219, 373-375

Box (border type), 219

box element, 964

breaking
links, 329, 624
paragraphs, 223-225

brightness (pictures), 412-413

browsers (Web page
development), 861

Browsers tab (Web Options
dialog box), 863-864

browsing clip art
Office Online, 433-435
Microsoft Clip Organizer, 436

bubble charts, 503

Building Block Gallery, 661

building blocks, 18, 276
content control options, 664
creating, 90-91
deleting, 93
headers/footers, inserting,
277-278
inserting, 91-92
properties, 93

Building Blocks Organizer
dialog box, 92-93, 733

built fractions, 178

built-in commands, running as
macros, 916

built-in watermarks, 288

bullet characters, 213-215,
225-226

Bulleted Library, 213

bulleted lists, 206-207
AutoFormat As You Type,
207-208
bullet characters, 213-215,
225-226
Bullet or Numbering button,
207
list levels, 215-217
SmartArt diagrams, 540
spacing and indents, 217

Bullets or Numbering button,
207

button element, 963

buttonGroup element, 965

buttons
indenting paragraphs, 199
Quick Access toolbar,
936-937
Stop Recording, 915
calculating readability, 110
calculation text fields, 668
cameras (digital), 396
canceling print jobs, 148
canvas (drawing), 458
creating, 459
formatting, 460
resizing, 459-460
Capitalize Each Word option, 174
Capitalize First Letter of Sentences option (AutoCorrect), 113
Capitalize First Letter of Table Cells option (AutoCorrect), 113
Capitalize Names of Days option (AutoCorrect), 113
Caption dialog box, 381-382, 423, 759
Caption Numbering dialog box, 423
captions, 422-423, 432
changing in clip art, 432-433
cross-references, 744-745
inserting, 759-761
master documents, 706
table captions, 381-382
cascading style sheets (CSS), 858, 874
cascading styles, 250-251
case, changing, 173-175
catching RibbonX errors, 971
categories (blogs), 854
category axis, 492
CCDs (charge-coupled devices), 396
cells
background color, 373-374
borders, 374-376
deleting, 362
inserting, 361-362
margins, 376-377
merging, 364-365
selecting, 358-359
splitting, 364-365
text, 378
Center tab stop, 202
Change Case feature, 174
Change Chart Type dialog box, 501
changes, tracking
balloons, 785-786, 803
color/marking options, 787
user name, changing, 787-788
character formatting
AutoFormat As You Type options, 183-184
AutoFormat command, 184, 188
adding to Quick Access toolbar, 184-185
automated mode, 187
interactive mode, 187-188
options, 186-187
built fractions, 178
character spacing, 176-178
clearing, 180
copying, 180-181
definition, 156
drop caps, 178-180
fonts
adding to system, 164-165
applying to text, 156-157
changing, 158-161
color, 167-169
default fonts, setting, 161-162
definition, 156
embedding, 165-166
font effects, 172-173
font families, 156
font styles, 156, 169-171
OpenType fonts, 162
outline fonts, 162
points, 159
printer-resident fonts, 163-164
raster/bitmap fonts, 163
size, 159-160
substituting, 166
tHEME fonts, 159
troubleshooting, 189
TrueType fonts, 162
highlighting, 175
reformatting with Style Gallery, 188
Reveal Formatting task pane, 157
revealing and comparing, 181-182
text case, 173-175
underlining, 171-172
character-level revisions, 798
characters
formatting. See character formatting
spacing, 176-178
styles, 169, 228
charge-coupled devices (CCDs), 396
charts
accessibility, 994
area, 493
axes, 492, 510
number type, 513-514
presets, 510
scale, 511-513
titles, 492, 509-510
changing shape of series, 527-528
clearing manually applied formatting, 523
creating
from templates, 496
Word 97-2003, 495
Word 2007, 494-495
data
labels, 492, 507-508
points, 492
ranges, changing, 498-499
series, 492
spacing, 528
tables, 493, 521
editing, 497-498
elements, 492-493, 526
error bars, 518-519
Excel charts, copying/pasting into Word, 531
floor, 492
gridlines, 514-515
layouts, 504
legends, 492, 506
plot area, 493
positioning, 500-501
selecting elements, 522-523
shape effects
applying, 524
bevel effects, 527
glow effects, 526
reflection effects, 526
shadow effects, 525-526
soft edges effects, 526
shape outlines and fills, applying, 524
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comparing documents, 794
legal blacklining, 796-799
viewing documents side by side, 794-795
Full Screen Reading view, 799-800
  moving between screens, 800
  options, 801-802
  single-column display, 802
  tools, 800-801
Office Live workspaces, 824
  accessing from browser, 826-827
  checking out documents, 827-828
  creating, 825-826
  definition, 824-825
  deleting files from, 833
  document alerts, 828-829
  editing documents from, 829-830
  saving files to, 830-833
Online collaboration overview, 824
overview, 784
Reviewing pane, 784
revision tracking, 790-791
  accepting/rejecting revisions, 792-793
  character-level revisions, 798
  displaying/hiding revision marks, 791-792, 802
  enforcing, 794
  moving between revisions, 792
  word-level revisions, 798
SharePoint Team Services
  adding documents to library, 835-838
  document alerts, 843-844
  document discussions, 844-845
  document libraries, creating, 834-835
  document properties, creating, 842-843
  Document tab, 838-839
  Links tab, 839
  overview, 833-834
  searching documents, 841-842
  troubleshooting, 846
  workflow tasks, 839-841
tracking changes
  balloons, 785-786, 803
  color/marking options, 787
  user name, changing, 787-788
collapsing
  outlines, 686-687
  subdocuments, 709-710
collating printed documents, 135
collection folders, 438
colon (:) in indexes, 780
colors
  backgrounds. See shading
  clip art, 443-446
  depth, 397-398
  font color, 167-169
  gamut, 397
  highlighting colors, 175
  hyperlinks, 608-609
  mode, changing, 413-414
  models, 397
  sets, 258-260
  shapes, 450
  SmartArt diagrams, 547
  tables, 373-374
  theme colors, 16, 347-348
  Track Changes options, 787
column charts, 502
columns
  copying, 363-364
  deleting, 362
  inserting, 361
  moving, 363-364
  multiple columns, 290
    column settings, 291-292
    different column settings for selected text, 292
    presets, 291
    manual column breaks, 291
    presets, 291
    selecting, 360
    widths, 203, 370
Columns dialog box, 14
Columns setting (indexes), 774
COM add-ins, 931-932
COM Add-Ins dialog box, 932
Combine Documents dialog box, 796-797
combining documents, 796-797
Combo Box content controls, 661
comboBox element, 964
Comma Required Before Last List Item option (grammar-check), 103
commands. See also specific commands
  adding to QAT (Quick Access toolbar), 9
  built-in, 916
  Edit menu commands, table of, 1002-1003
  File menu
    Print, 911
    table of, 1000-1001
    Web Page Preview, 870
  finding, 26
  Format menu commands, table of, 1006-1008
  formatting toolbar commands, table of, 1016
  Help menu commands, table of, 1013-1014
  Insert menu command, table of, 1004-1005
  list of shortcut keys assigned to, 922
  standard toolbar commands, table of, 1014-1015
  Table menu commands, table of, 1010, 1013
  Tools menu
    Record New Macro, 908
    table of, 1008-1010
  View menu
    Web Layout, 861
    table of, 1003-1004
  Window menu commands, table of, 1013
  Word 2003. See Word 2003 commands
comments, 788
  creating, 789
  deleting, 790
  editing, 789-790
  viewing, 789-790
[Comments] field, 641
comments-only access, 812
community servers, 852
Compare Documents dialog box, 798-799
[Compare] field, 646-647
comparing
documents, 794
legal blacklining, 796-799
viewing documents side by side, 794-795
formatting, 181-182
comparison operators, 388
compiling indexes, 772-773
Compress Pictures dialog box, 410-411
compressing pictures, 398, 410-412
configuring
content controls, 661-664
building block options, 664
date options, 664
field-removal options, 663
list options, 663
Locking settings, 662
multiparagraph text options, 663
style options, 662
legacy form fields
check box fields, 669
drop-down fields, 670
enabling/disabling fields, 671
text fields, 667-668
Math AutoCorrect, 115-117
Smart Tag settings, 120-121
Confirm Attribute Change dialog box, 808
confirming file conversions, 987-988
connecting lines and shapes, 466-469
connectors, drawing, 457-458
contact lists, 571
content controls, 642
Building Block Gallery, 661
Combo Box controls, 661
compared to legacy form fields, 659-660
configuring, 661-664
building block options, 664
date options, 664
field-removal options, 663
list options, 663
Locking settings, 662
multiparagraph text options, 663
style options, 662
Date Picker controls, 661
inserting, 661
List Box controls, 661
Picture controls, 661
placeholder text, 665
Plain Text controls, 661
Rich Text controls, 661
content filtering, 131-132
Contents document properties, 52
Contents Pages, 749
contents, table of. See TOC
contexts (cross-reference), 744
contextual tabs, 9
contextualTabs element, 962
continuing numbered lists, 208-209
continuing footnotes across pages, 741-742
continuous section breaks, 264
continuous feed printers, 341, 570
contrast (pictures), 412-413
control element, 963
controls
content controls
Building Block Gallery, 661
Combo Box controls, 661
compared to legacy form fields, 659-660
configuring, 661-664
Date Picker controls, 661
inserting, 661
List Box controls, 661
Picture controls, 661
placeholder text, 665
Plain Text controls, 661
Rich Text controls, 661
Microsoft Office Download Control, 1021
conventions for indexes, 766-767
Convert Notes dialog box, 738
Convert Table to Text dialog box, 391
Convert Text to Table dialog box, 205, 390
Converters and Filters, 1021
converting
between footnotes/endnotes, 738
citations to plain text, 729
documents
confirming file conversions, 987-988
from Microsoft Works, 986-987
from previous Word versions, 986
from unsupported file formats, 987
Word 2007 format, 44
from WordPerfect, 987
fields to plain text, 639
SmartArt diagrams to drawing objects, 558-559
tabbed lists to tables, 204-205
tables to text, 391
text boxes to frames, 331
text to tables, 389-391
copies, printing, 135
Copy command, 73-74
copying
columns, 363-364
footnotes, 736
formatting, 180-181
macros between documents, 919-920
outlines, 698-699
rows, 363-364
styles, 255
tab stops between paragraphs, 205-206
text, 72
Cut, Copy, and Paste commands, 73-74
drag-and-drop, 73
Office Clipboard, 78-79
Paste options, 76-77
Paste Special command, 74-76
Correct Accidental Usage of CAPS LOCK Key option (AutoCorrect), 113
Correct TWO INITIAL CAPITALS option (AutoCorrect), 113
corrections. See AutoCorrect
COUNT() function, 386
country codes, 308
cover pages
inserting, 274
saving content as, 275
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crashes, troubleshooting, 979
add-ins and extensions, disabling, 980-982
document-related crashes, 980
error reports, sending, 979-980
Office Diagnostics, 982-983
program updates, checking for, 980
Create Chart dialog box, 496
Create Custom Dictionary dialog box, 106
Create New Building Block dialog box, 90, 557, 732, 758
Create New Theme Colors dialog box, 259, 609
Create New Theme Fonts dialog box, 260
Create Source dialog box, 722, 727
{CreateDate} field, 641
Crop tool, 409
cropping
clip art, 443
pictures, 409-410
Cross-Reference dialog box, 614, 742-743
cross-references, 742
captions, 744-745
contexts, 744
creating, 742-743
footnotes/endnotes, 744
indexes, 770
options, 743
to bookmarks, 614-615
troubleshooting, 746
CSS (cascading style sheets), 858, 874
Ctrl+Enter key combination, 60
curved lines
drawing, 458
modifying, 463
Custom (border type), 220
Custom Dictionaries dialog box, 104
Custom Dictionaries option (spell-check), 101
Custom UI Editor Tool, 952

Customize Address List dialog box, 578
Customize Keyboard dialog box, 911, 921, 938
Customize List command (Office Live workspaces), 827
customizing. See also formatting
data source fields (mail merges), 578
dictionaries, 103
adding flagged words to, 104
adding to Word, 108
creating, 106
enabling/disabling, 107
language selection, 105
manually editing, 105
setting default, 107
word list, editing, 104
equations, 553-554
file locations, 942-943
Find operations, 81-82
grammar-check style rules, 102-103
labels
appearance, 343-344
specification, 342-343
mail merges, 593
{Ask} field, 594-596
{FillIn} field, 593-594
{If} field, 596
{MergeRec} field, 597-598
{NextRecordIf} field, 598
{Set} field, 597
{SkipRecordIf} field, 598
menus in templates, 298
number formats (numbered lists), 211-212
overview, 944
personalization options, 940-942
properties, 52-53
Quick Access toolbar, 936-937
RibbonCustomizer, 969-970
RibbonX, 946-947
attributes, 966-967
customUI.xml example, 949-950
do’s and don’ts, 952-955
elements, 961-966
errors, 971-972
idMso 967-969
loading into Word, 950-951
loading with Custom UI Editor Tool, 952
Memo.dotx example, 957-961
troubleshooting, 970-972
UsefulControls.dotx example, 955-956
XML (eXtensible Markup Language), 947-949
shortcut keys, 937-938
spell-check/grammar-check settings, 100-102
status bar, 939
Styles pane, 235-236
text watermarks, 288-289
TOCs (tables of contents), 753
appearance, 755
entries, 754
options, 753-754
starting, 753
styles, 754
toolbars, 298
troubleshooting, 944
Web page appearance, 863-864
Word capabilities, 936
Word Options settings, 939-940
customUI element, 962
customUI.xml example, 949-950
Cut command, 73-74
Cyan/Magenta/Yellow/Black (CMYK) color model, 397
cycle diagrams, 534

D
\d switch (Index) field, 776
Dark Variations color mode, 414
Data Connection Wizard, 575
data entry (tables), 357-358
data labels, 492, 507-508
data points (charts), 492
data range (charts), 498-499
data series (charts), 492
data sharing, 602
bookmarks, 610
creating, 610-611
cross-references, 614-615
depth axis, 492
depth of color, 397-398
designing forms, 656-658
Developer tab, displaying, 660
diagrams (SmartArt), 534
converting to drawing objects, 558-559
cycle, 534
flow direction, 538
formatting
3-D rotation, 549-550
colors, 547
individual shapes, 548
positioning, 551-552
Quick Styles, 546
resizing, 551
shape geometry, 548-549
theme effects, 546
hierarchy, 534
inserting, 536-537
layout, 537-538
matrix, 534
process, 534
pyramid, 536
relationship, 534
shapes
bulletized lists, 540
chart branches, 540-541
inserting, 538-539
promoting/demoting, 539-540
removing, 539
text
adding, 541
editing, 541
fonts, 541-543
text area, 545
text pane, 544
WordArt Styles, 543-544
troubleshooting, 558
dialog boxes. See also specific dialog boxes
Add/Modify FTP Locations, 37
Advanced Layout
Picture Position tab, 406-407
text wrap options, 404
Bookmark, 389, 610-611
Borders and Shading, 373-375
Building Blocks Organizer, 92-93
Caption, 381-382, 423
Caption Numbering, 423
Compress Pictures, 410-411
Convert Table to Text, 391
Convert Text to Table, 390
Create New Building Block, 90
Create New Theme Colors, 259, 609
Create New Theme Fonts, 260
Cross-Reference, 614
Define New List Style, 696
Define New Multilevel List, 693-695
Delete Cells, 362
Drop Cap, 179-180
Edit Hyperlink, 607-608
Edit WordArt Text, 485
Field, 634, 637
Field Options, 635
Fill Effects, 481
Find and Replace. See finding and replacing
Font, 160-161
Format AutoShape, 461, 466
Format Drawing Canvas, 460
Format Picture, 408-409, 420
Format Shape, 412, 420
FTP Log On, 36
Insert Cells, 361-362
Insert Hyperlink, 604-606, 612
Insert Picture, 401, 628
Insert Subdocument, 707
Insert Table, 356
Links, 622-624
Manage Styles, 251-252, 698
Modify Multilevel List, 697
Modify Style, 371, 688-690
New Document, 28
Object, 619
Open, 46-47
overview of, 12-14
Paragraph, 688-690
Paste Special, 74-75, 618, 621
Save As, 31-34
Select Picture, 477
Select Place in Document, 613
Select Texture, 481
Set for All Levels, 694
Size, 408-409
Sort, 383
Style Gallery, 188
Styles Gallery Options, 235
Symbol, 64-65
Table Options, 376
Table Properties, 378-380
Web Options
Files tab, 866
General tab, 864
Word Options
Always Create Backup
Copy check box, 979
AutoFormat options, 186-187
AutoRecover options, 977-978
Check for Updates check box, 980
Confirm Conversion at Open check box, 988
Paste options, 76-77
Printing Options, 137-140
Save Files in This Format options, 989
dialogBoxLauncher element, 966
diaries. See blogs
dictionaries
custom dictionaries, 103
adding flagged words to, 104
adding to Word, 108
creating, 106
editing word list, 104
enabling/disabling, 107
language selection, 105
manually editing, 105
setting default, 107
Encarta Dictionary, 122-123
exclusion dictionary, 107
digital cameras, 396. See also digital photos
Digital Certificate for VBA Projects, 1021
digital photos, 396
adding to Microsoft Clip Organizer, 438-439
3-D rotation, 420-421
backward-compatible mode, 400-401
bitmaps, 396
borders, 422
brightness and contrast, 412-413
bullets, 214-215
captions, 422-423
color
depth, 397-398
mode, 413-414
models, 397
compressing, 398, 410-412
cropping, 409-410
file formats, 399
file sizes, 397
fills, 476-477
glow, 418
headers/footers, 284-285
image resolution, 399
inline images, 402
inserting from files, 401-402
linking to files, 402
moving between collections, 439
positioning
anchors, 404-405
custom, 406-407
manual, 404
position presets, 405-406
presets, 418-419
reflection, 417
resizing, 407-409
rotating, 419-420
shadow effects, 415-416
soft edges, 418
styles, 414-415
text wrap, 402-404
troubleshooting, 424
watermarks, 289
Word 2007 mode, 400-401
digital signatures, 821-822, 929
direction of text, 330, 378
directories (mail merges), 584
disabled users. See accessibility
disabling
add-ins, 932, 980-982
automatic hyperlink conversion, 629
automatic hyphenation, 117-118
AutoRecover, 977
custom dictionaries, 107
legacy form fields, 671
disabling/research sites, 130
discretionary hyphens, 118-119
discussions (SharePoint Team Services), 844-845
Display mode (equations), 557
displaying. See viewing
Distribute Columns or Distribute Rows button (tables), 370
distributing drawn objects, 472
.doc file format, 40
.docm file format, 40
{DocProperty} field, 641
Document Inspector dialog box, 819
document maps, 21, 88-89, 682
Document Recovery task pane, 976
document-related crashes, troubleshooting, 980
Document tab (SharePoint Team Services), 838-839
Document Update Utility, 1022
document workspaces. See Office, Live workspaces
documentControls element, 963
documents, 264
access restrictions
allowing comments only, 812
file-level read-only access, 810-811
form fill-in access, 813
password protection, 806-808
per-user exceptions, 814-815
read-only editing restrictions, 811-812
Read-Only Recommended option, 810
revisions, 813
share permissions, 809-810
style usage, restricting, 813-814
Windows encryption, 808-809
accessibility, 993
charts/graphs, 994
headings, 993-994
hyperlinks, 995
images, 994
paragraph frames, 997
styles, 993-994
tables, 995-996
text boxes, 997
adding envelopes to, 334-335
to SharePoint libraries, 835-838
alerts
Office Live workspaces, 828-829
SharePoint Team Services, 843-844
backups, 979
backward-compatible documents, 416
checking out, 827-828
combining, 796-797
comments
creating, 789
deleting, 790
editing, 789-790
viewing, 789-790
comparing, 794
legal blacklining, 796-799
viewing documents side by side, 794-795
converting to Word 2007
confirming file conversions, 987-988
from Microsoft Works, 986-987
from previous Word versions, 986
from unsupported file formats, 987
from WordPerfect, 987
converting to Word 2007 format, 44
copying styles between, 255
creating, 28
blank documents, 28-29
from templates, 29-31
default settings, changing, 57
document maps, 21, 88-89, 682
document workspaces. See Office, Live workspaces
documentControls element, 963
disabling
add-ins, 932, 980-982
automatic hyperlink conversion, 629
automatic hyphenation, 117-118
AutoRecover, 977
custom dictionaries, 107
legacy form fields, 671
disabling/research sites, 130
discretionary hyphens, 118-119
discussions (SharePoint Team Services), 844-845
Display mode (equations), 557
displaying. See viewing
Distribute Columns or Distribute Rows button (tables), 370
distributing drawn objects, 472
.doc file format, 40
.docm file format, 40
{DocProperty} field, 641
Document Inspector dialog box, 819
document maps, 21, 88-89, 682
Document Recovery task pane, 976
document-related crashes, troubleshooting, 980
Document tab (SharePoint Team Services), 838-839
Document Update Utility, 1022
document workspaces. See Office, Live workspaces
documentControls element, 963
documents, 264
access restrictions
allowing comments only, 812
file-level read-only access, 810-811
form fill-in access, 813
password protection, 806-808
per-user exceptions, 814-815
read-only editing restrictions, 811-812
Read-Only Recommended option, 810
revisions, 813
share permissions, 809-810
style usage, restricting, 813-814
Windows encryption, 808-809
accessibility, 993
charts/graphs, 994
headings, 993-994
hyperlinks, 995
images, 994
paragraph frames, 997
styles, 993-994
tables, 995-996
text boxes, 997
adding envelopes to, 334-335
to SharePoint libraries, 835-838
alerts
Office Live workspaces, 828-829
SharePoint Team Services, 843-844
backups, 979
backward-compatible documents, 416
checking out, 827-828
combining, 796-797
comments
creating, 789
deleting, 790
editing, 789-790
viewing, 789-790
comparing, 794
legal blacklining, 796-799
viewing documents side by side, 794-795
converting to Word 2007
confirming file conversions, 987-988
from Microsoft Works, 986-987
from previous Word versions, 986
from unsupported file formats, 987
from WordPerfect, 987
converting to Word 2007 format, 44
copying styles between, 255
creating, 28
blank documents, 28-29
from templates, 29-31
default settings, changing, 57
document maps, 21, 88-89, 682
document workspaces. See Office, Live workspaces
documentControls element, 963
{AutoText}, 645
{AutoTextList}, 645-646
{BarCode}, 643
{Comments}, 641
{Compare}, 646-647
converting to plain text, 639
{CreateDate}, 641
{Database}, 647
{Date}, 640-641
date/time formats, 650-651
{DocProperty}, 641
{DocVariable}, 647
editing, 637
{EditTime}, 641
entering manually, 635-636
{Eq}, 644
{Fill-in}, 647
finding, 639
fonts, 648
formatting, 648
{GoToButton}, 647
{GreetingLine}, 647
{Hyperlink}, 645. See also hyperlinks
{If}, 647
{IncludePicture}, 645
{IncludeText}, 625-627, 645
{Index}, 644
inserting, 634
{InsertPicture}, 628-629
{Link}, 620-624, 645
{ListNum}, 643
locking, 638
moving between, 639
{MacroButton}, 647
{MergeField}, 647
{MergeRec}, 648
{MergeSeq}, 648
nesting, 652
{Next}, 648
{NextIf}, 648
{NoteRef}, 645
number formats, 649-650
numbering types, 649
{Page}, 643
{PageRef}, 645
{Print}, 647
{PrintDate}, 641
properties, 634-635
{Quote}, 645
{Ref}, 645
{RevNum}, 643
{SaveDate}, 641
{Section}, 643
{SectionPages}, 643
{Seq}, 643
{Set}, 648
{SkipIf}, 648
{StyleRef}, 645
{Symbol}, 644
syntax errors, 653
{TAs}, 644
table, 632-633
{TC}, 644
{Time}, 640
to, 644
{TOA}, 644
{TOC}, 644
toggling between data and field code views, 636-637
troubleshooting, 633
updating, 637-639, 653
{UserAddress}, 642
{UserInitials}, 642
{UserName}, 642
{XE}, 644
file extensions, displaying, 56
finding, 53-54
forms. See forms
hyperlinks, 606-607
indexing. See indexes
inserting into master documents, 706-707
marking as final, 815
master documents
creating, 706
ingeating subdocuments, 710-711
headers/footers, 705
indexes, 705-706
inserting existing documents into, 706-707
locking/unlocking
subdocuments, 715
merging subdocuments, 713
moving subdocuments, 711
nesting subdocuments, 713-714
numbered elements, 706
paginating, 716
printing, 716
removing subdocuments, 712
renaming subdocuments, 712-713
splitting into
subdocuments, 708-709
splitting subdocuments, 714-715
styles, 704-705
TOCs (tables of contents), 705-706
troubleshooting, 716-717
unlinking subdocuments, 712
viewing/collapsing
subdocuments, 709-710
multiple documents, displaying, 22-23
navigating
Click and Type feature, 68-69
keyboard shortcuts, 69-70
scrolling, 67-68
opening, 43
erlier versions of files, 49-50
File List View, 47
Open as Copy mode, 48
other applications, 989-990
other file types, 48
Read-Only mode, 48-49
recently used documents, 45
unsupported file types, 56
with Open dialog box, 46
outlines, 682
AutoSummarize, 699-700
 collapsing/expanding, 686-687
compared to Document Map feature, 682
copying, 698-699
creating from existing documents, 685-686
demoting/promoting outline items, 684
multilevel lists, 691-698
numbering, 690-691, 698
outline levels, 688-690
printing, 698-699
rearranging, 687-688
styles, 684-685, 688-690
troubleshooting, 700-701
typing in Outline view, 683
permissions, troubleshooting, 822
pictures. See also digital photos
3-D rotation, 420-421
anchors, 404-405
borders, 422
brightness and contrast, 412-413
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Drop Cap dialog box, 179-180
drop caps, 178-180
drop-down form fields, 665, 670
dropDown element, 964
dummy text, 89-90
duplicate entries (mail merges), 589

\e switch ({Index} field), 776
Edit Citation dialog box, 728
Edit Hyperlink dialog box, 607-608
Edit menu commands, table of, 1002-1003
Edit Name dialog box, 723
Edit Source dialog box, 724
Edit WordArt Text dialog box, 346, 485
editBox element, 964
ing. See also modifying
tables, 356-357
text wrap, 466
texture fills, 479-481
troubleshooting, 489
Drop Cap dialog box, 179-180
drop caps, 178-180
drop-down form fields, 665, 670
dropDown element, 964
dummy text, 89-90
duplicate entries (mail merges), 589

E

\e switch ({Index} field), 776
Edit Citation dialog box, 728
Edit Hyperlink dialog box, 607-608
Edit menu commands, table of, 1002-1003
Edit Name dialog box, 723
Edit Source dialog box, 724
Edit WordArt Text dialog box, 346, 485
editBox element, 964
ing. See also modifying
blog posts, 856
charts, 497-498
citations, 728-729
clip art, 442, 449
  background fill, 443-444
  borders, 447
captions, 432-433
clip size and position, 442-443
cropping and color-adjusting, 443
editing shapes, 450
flipping, 448-449
keywords, 432-433
moving and resizing
  modified clips, 451
recoloring shapes, 450
rotating, 448
selecting and moving shapes, 449
shadow effects, 448
transparent color, 444-446
comments, 789-790
custom dictionaries, 104-105
custom properties, 53
data sources (mail merges), 578-579
documents, 829-830
drawn objects, 461
  arrow heads, 461
  AutoShapes, 464
curved lines, 463
scribbles, 463
straight lines, 461-462
fields, 637
hyperlinks, 607
margins, 266
Office 2007 installation, 1019-1020
placeholder text, 665
section breaks, 266
SmartArt diagram text, 541
styles, 230
cascading styles, 250-251
editing style definitions, 249
Manage Styles dialog box, 251-252
redefining Normal style, 249
renaming styles, 250
style updates, 248-249
template styles, 251
subdocuments, 710-711
tables. See tables
  templates, 308-310
text wrap points, 442
Web pages, 866-867
WordArt, 486
WordML, 881-882
{EditTime} field, 641
effects
  font, 172-173
  shape, 526
    applying to chart elements, 524
    bevel, 527
glow, 526
  reflection, 526
shadow, 525-526
soft edges, 526
theme, 16, 546
elements
  box, 964
  button, 963
  buttonGroup, 965
  checkBox, 964
  comboBox, 964
  contextualTabs, 962
  control, 963
customUI, 962
dialogBoxLauncher, 966
documentControls, 963
dropDown, 964
dropBox, 964
gallery, 963
group, 963
labelControl, 964
menu, 964
menuSeparator, 965
officeMenu, 962
qt, 962
repeating on every page, 286-287
ribbon, 962
separator, 965
sharedControls, 963
splitButton, 964
tabs, 962-963
tabSet, 963
toggleButton, 963
E-Mail command (Send menu), 856
email
  attachments, 856
  forms within, 677
  hyperlinks, 605-606, 870-871
  merging, 592
  sending from Word, 855-856
  troubleshooting, 856
embedding
data, 615-616
  compared to linked data, 616, 620
  files, 616-617
  objects, 618-619
  portions of files, 618
  Excel worksheets as tables, 392-393
  fonts, 165-166
empress font effect, 173
Emphasis style, 228
enabling
  add-ins, 932
  automatic hyphenation, 117-118
custom dictionaries, 107
  global templates, 314
  legacy form fields, 671
  research sites, 130
Encarta
  Dictionary, 122-123
  Encyclopedia, 125
Encoding tab (Web Options dialog box), 867
encryption, 808-809
endnotes
  converting to footnotes, 738
cross-references, 744
deleting, 736
inserting, 736
jumping to, 736
moving between, 736-737
note separator lines, 740-741
numbering, 739
positioning, 738-739
styles, 740
troubleshooting, 745-746
Enforce Accented Uppercase in French option (spell-check), 101
enforcing revision tracking, 794
engrave font effect, 173
Enter key, 60
entering text. See text entry
entries (indexes)
cross-references, 770
indexing only selected entries, 778-779
marking, 767
  automatically, 767, 771-772
manually, 767-769
multiple instances of same text, 770-771
subentries, 769-770
troubleshooting, 779-780
updating, 775
viewing, 780
{XE} field codes, 771
Envelope Address dialog box, 337
Envelope Options dialog box, 336, 569
Envelope Size dialog box, 336
envelopes, 334
  adding to letters, 334-335
addresses
  positioning, 336
storing and retrieving, 338-339
troubleshooting line spacing, 348
e-postage, 339-340
fonts, 336-337
graphics, 339
printing, 337-338
selecting for mail merges, 569
size, 336
Envelopes and Labels dialog box, 334, 340
e-postage, 339-340
{Eq} field, 644
Equation Editor, 552-553,
1022
custom equations, creating,
553-554
Display mode, 557
equation formatting, 556
Inline mode, 557
Linear layout, 555
Math AutoCorrect and, 116
preset equations, 553
Professional layout, 555
stacked fractions, 554
structures, 554-555
Equation Gallery, 557-558
equations, 552-553
  custom equations, creating,
553-554
Display mode, 557
fields, 643-644
formatting, 556
Inline mode, 557
Linear layout, 555
preset equations, 553
Professional layout, 555
saving to Equation Gallery,
557-558
stacked fractions, 554
structures, 554-555
wrapping text around, 557
Eraser tool, 364-365
error bars, 518-519
Error! Bookmark Not Defined message, 764
errors
  checking, 590
grammar, fixing, 97-98
messages
  Error! Bookmark Not Defined, 764
  macros, 917-918
reports, sending, 979-980
RibbonX, 971-972
XML validation errors, 894,
896
evaluating readability, 110-111
Even Page (section breaks), 264
Exactly (line spacing setting), 195
Excel
  charts, copying/pasting into
  Word, 531
mail merge data sources,
572-573
workheets, embedding as
  tables, 392-393
exceptions for AutoCorrect,
113-114
excluding records from mail
merges, 585
exclusion dictionary, 107
executable files, hyperlinks to,
605
existing custom dictionaries,
adding to Word, 108
existing documents, starting
documents with, 304
expanding outlines, 686-687
exploded charts, 503
exponential trendlines, 517
Extend Selection feature, 361
eXtensible Markup Language. See XML
\f switch
  {Index} field, 776-778
  {TOC} field, 756
Factiva iWorks, 125
false italics, 169
FALSE() function, 386
Favorites bar, changing, 37-38
Favorites List, changing, 37
Fax and Scan utility (Windows Vista), 149
fax modems, 148-150
  Windows Vista, 149
  Windows XP, 149-150
faxing documents, 148
  fax modems, 148-150
  Internet Fax, 150
  Windows Vista, 149
  Windows XP, 149-150
feed orientation (printing
  envelopes), 337-338
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Field dialog box, 634, 637
Field Options dialog box, 635
field-removal options (content controls), 663
fields, 632
{=}, 643
[AddressBlock], 647
[Advance], 643
[Ask], 594-596, 647
[Author], 641
[AutoNum], 642
[AutoNumLgl], 642
[AutoNumOut], 642
[AutoText], 645
[AutoTextList], 645-646
[Barcode], 643
bibliography fields, 732
[Comments], 641
[Compare], 646-647
converting to plain text, 639
[CreateDate], 641
[Database], 647
[Date], 640-641
[DocProperty], 641
[DocVariable], 647
editing, 637
[EditTime], 641
entering manually, 635-636
[Eq], 644
[Fill-in], 647
[Fillln], 593-594
finding, 639
formatting, 648
date/time formats, 650-651
fonts, 648
locking, 648
number formats, 649-650
numbering types, 649
[GoToButton], 647
[GreetingLine], 647
headers/footers, 278
[Hyperlink], 645. See also hyperlinks
[I], 596, 647
[IncludePicture], creating, 627-628, 645
field code, 628-629
Insert Picture dialog box, 628
[IncludeText], 625, 645
creating by inserting field codes, 626-627
creating with Insert Text dialog box, 625
updating, 627
[Index], 644, 776
inserting, 634
legacy form fields
bookmarks, 671
check box form fields, 665, 669
cmpared to content controls, 659-660
drop-down form fields, 665, 670
enabling/disabling, 671
frames, 666
help text, 671-673
inserting, 666
shading, 666
text form fields, 665-668
[Link], 620, 645
breaking links, 624
cmpared to embedded data, 620
file locations/ranges, 623-624
link update settings, 622-623
linking to files, 620-622
manually updating, 623
[ListNum], 643
locking, 638
[MacroButton], 647
merge fields, inserting (mail merges), 580
address blocks, 580-581
directory fields, 584
greeting lines, 582
label fields, 583
single fields, 580
[MergeField], 647
[MergeRec], 597-598, 648
[MergeSeq], 648
moving between, 639
nesting, 652
[Next], 648
[NextIf], 648
[NextRecordIf], 598
[NoteRef], 645
[Page], 643
[PageRef], 645
[Print], 647
[PrintDate], 641
properties, 634-635
[Quote], 645
[RD], 777
[Ref], 645
[RevNum], 643
[SaveDate], 641
[Section], 643
[SectionPages], 643
[Seq], 643
[Set], 597, 648
[SkipIf], 648
[SkipRecordIf], 598
[StyleRef], 645
[Symbol], 644
syntax errors, 653
[TA], 644, 762-763
table, 632-633
[TC], 644, 751-752
[Time], 640
[TOA], 644
[TOC], 644, 756
toggling between data and field code views, 636-637
troubleshooting, 653
updating, 637-639, 653
[UserAddress], 642
[UserInitials], 642
[UserName], 642
[XE], 644, 771
figures. See also graphics
captions, 422-423
tables of
captioning figures, 759-761
creating, 760-761
File List View, 47
File Location tab (Setup program), 1019
File menu commands
table of, 1000-1001
Print, 911
Web Page Preview, 870
File Sharing dialog box, 810
files
backups, 979
converting to Word 2007, 44
confirming file conversions, 987-988
from Microsoft Works, 986-987
from previous Word versions, 986
from unsupported file formats, 987
from WordPerfect, 987
default settings, changing, 57
deleting from Office Live workspaces, 833
embedding, 616-617
faxing, 148
fax modems, 148-150
Internet Fax, 150
Windows Vista, 149
Windows XP, 149-150
filling out forms, 674

Legacy forms, 675

preventing accidental content control deletion, 675

Word 2007 forms, 674-675

AutoRecover intervals, 55-56
default save format, setting, 989

Favorites location, changing in Windows XP, 37-38

Favorites List, changing in Windows Vista, 37

file formats, 38-41

file Save location, changing in Windows Vista, 32-34, 54-55

file Save location, changing in Windows XP, 34-35, 54-55
to FTP sites, 36-37
as images, 43-44
to network locations, 35-36
to Office Live workspaces, 830-833
to web locations, 36
to web-based formats, 41-42

selecting as mail merge data sources, 573-574

sharing, 988

Web page options, 865

Default Editor, 866

long filenames, 866

names and locations, organizing, 865

updating hyperlinks on Save, 866

XML files attributes, 892-893
data, adding, 890-892

adding elements to, 889

creating with Word, 886-888

Schema Validation options, 888

stylesheets, 896-900

validation errors, 894, 896

XML Save options, 888

XML View options, 888

Files tab (Web Options dialog box), 865

Fill Effects dialog box, 481

{Fill-in} field, 647

{FillIn} fields, 593-594

filling out forms, 674
fills
gradient, 478-479
pattern, 481-482
picture, 476-477
shape, 524
solid, 474-475
text boxes, 324-325
texture, 479-481
WordArt, 487

Filter and Sort dialog box, 588
Filter command (Office Live workspaces), 827

filtering
SharePoint site documents, 841-842
Styles list, 254-255
Web pages, 874

filters (mail merges), 585
advanced filters, 586-587
filtering for blank or non-blank entries, 586

financial symbols, 119

Find All Word Forms (English) option (Find command), 82
Find and Replace dialog box. See finding and replacing
Find Duplicates dialog box, 589
Find Entry dialog box, 588
Find Whole Words Only option (Find command), 82

finding
Application Data folder, 316
clip art, 428-431
commands, 26
documents, 53-54
fields, 639
mail merge
duplicate entries, 589
recipients, 588

finding and replacing
formatting, 83-84
Go To feature, 87-88
special characters, 84-86
caret codes, 85
text string codes, 86
text, 79-80
customizing Find operations, 81-82
finding text strings, 80
highlighting all found text, 81
replacing text strings, 83
selecting all found text, 80-81
special characters, 84-86

FindReplace macro, 926-928
First-line indent marker (ruler), 199
First Line (paragraph indentation setting), 198
Fixed Column Width setting (AutoFit), 356, 367
fixed default fonts, setting, 161-162
fixed-width data files, 599
Flag Repeated Words option (spell-check), 101
flagged words, adding to custom dictionaries, 104
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (readability statistics), 110
Flesch Reading Ease (readability statistics), 110
flipping
clip art, 448-449
drawn objects, 464-465
floors of charts, 492
flow direction (SmartArt diagrams), 538
folded note cards, 344-345
paper size/type, 345
templates, 345
upside-down text, 346-347

folders
decrypting, 809
encrypting, 808
hidden, 316

following hyperlinks, 603-604
Font dialog box, 160-161, 543
fonts, 1021
umbered lists, 210
OpenType fonts, 162
outline fonts, 162
points, 159
printer-resident fonts, 163-164
raster/bitmap fonts, 163
sets, 260-261
size, 159-160
SmartArt diagram text, 541-543
styles, 156, 169-171
substituting, 166
symbol bullets, 213-214
theme fonts, 16, 159, 690
troubleshooting, 151, 189
TrueType fonts, 162

Footnote and Endnote dialog box, 738-739
footnotes
continuations, 741-742
cross-references, 744
deleting, 736
inserting, 735
jumping to, 736
moving, 736
moving between, 736-737
numbering, 739
overview, 733-734
positioning, 738-739
reference mark placement, 735
styles, 740
troubleshooting, 745-746

Format AutoShape dialog box, 461, 466
Format Axis dialog box, 512-513
Format Chart Title dialog box, 505
Format Data Labels dialog box, 508
Format Data Series dialog box, 528
Format Drawing Canvas dialog box, 460
Format Error Bars dialog box, 519
Format Gridlines dialog box, 514
Format Legend dialog box, 506
Format menu commands, table of, 1006-1008
Format Painter
  character formatting, copying, 180-181
copying tab stops between paragraphs, 205-206
Format Picture dialog box, 420, 408-409
Format Shape dialog box, 412, 524
Format tab, troubleshooting, 452
Format Text Box dialog box, 323
formatting. See also customizing
  AutoCorrect entries, 115
  bibliographies, 729-730
  BoldItalics1 macro, 925
  BoldItalics2 macro, 925-926
  borders, 219-221
  character. See character formatting
  charts
    legends, 506
text, 529-531
clearing, 236-238
  CodeFormat macro, 924
  cover pages, 274-275
data labels, 508
digital photos, 399
drawing canvases, 460
drawn objects, 472
  3-D effects, 482-484
  borders, 473-474
  gradient fills, 478-479
  pattern fills, 481-482
  picture fills, 476-477
  Quick Styles, 472
  shadows, 482
  solid fills, 474-475
texture fills, 479-481
  equations, 556
  fields, 648
date/time formats, 650-651
  fonts, 648
  locking, 648
  number formats, 649-650
  numbering types, 649
  finding and replacing, 83-84
  FindReplace macro, 926-928
  footers, 276
    adjusting positioning, 283-284
    areas, 276-277
    building blocks, inserting, 277-278
date or time codes, 281-283
document properties, 283
  field codes, 278
  master documents, 705
  multiple footers, 285-286
  page-numbering, 279-281
  pictures, 284-285
  headers, 276
    adjusting positioning, 283-284
date or time codes, 281-283
document properties, 283
  field codes, 278
  header areas, 276-277
  inserting building blocks, 277-278
  master documents, 705
  multiple headers, 285-286
  page-numbering, 279-281
  pictures, inserting, 284-285
  indexes, 773-774
  Columns setting, 774
  formats, 774
  Language setting, 774
  Right Align Page
  Numbers setting, 774
  styles, 774-775
  Type setting, 773-774
  label appearance, 343-344
  line numbering, 271-272
  margins. See margins
  pages
    backgrounds, 293
    borders, 294-295
    breaks, 273
    definition of formatting, 156
    orientation, 269
    paper size, 269-270
    paragraphs, 156
    repeating elements on every page, 286-287
    sections, 264. See sections
  SmartArt diagrams
    3-D rotation, 549-550
    colors, 547
    individual shapes, 548
    Quick Styles, 546
    shape geometry, 548-549
    theme effects, 546
    styles, restricting, 814
  tables
    cell background color, 373-374
    cell borders, 374-376
    cell margins, 376-377
    headings, 378-379
table alignment, 379
table styles, 370-373
text alignment, 378
text direction, 378
text wrap, 380-381
themes, 15-17
vertical alignment, 271
watermarks. See watermarks
Formatting Restrictions dialog box, 813
formatting toolbar, 1016
forms
  content controls
    Building Block Gallery, 661
    Combo Box controls, 661
    compared to legacy form fields, 659-660
    configuring, 661-664
    Date Picker controls, 661
    inserting, 661
    List Box controls, 661
    Picture controls, 661
    placeholder text, 665
    Plain Text controls, 661
    Rich Text controls, 661
designing, 656-658
Developer tab, displaying, 660
fill-in access, 813
filling out, 674
  legacy forms, 675
  preventing accidental
  content control deletion, 675
Word 2007 forms, 674-675
legacy form fields
  bookmarks, 671
  Checkbox Form Field, 665, 669
  compared to content
  controls, 659-660
  drop-down form fields, 665, 670
  enabling/disabling, 671
  frames, 666
  help text, 671-673
  inserting, 666
  shading, 666
  text form fields, 665-668
macros, 670-671
option buttons, 669-670
overview, 656
printing, 676-677
protecting, 673-674
saving, 658, 676
troubleshooting, 677-678
within email messages, 677
formula fields, 643-644
fractions
  built, 178
  stacked, 554
Frame dialog box, 332
frames, 331-332, 666
FTP Log On dialog box, 36
FTP sites, saving documents
to, 36-37
Full (paragraph alignment
setting), 206
full bleed printing, 295
full page printing, 340-342
Full Screen Reading view, 20,
799-800
  moving between screens, 800
  options, 801-802
  single-column display, 802
  tools, 800-801
functions (math), 386-388

G
\g switch ([Index] field), 776
galleries, 12-14, 90
Bibliography Gallery
  inserting bibliographies
  from, 730-731
  removing bibliographies
  from, 733
  saving bibliographies to,
  732-733
Equation Gallery, 557-558
gallery element, 963
gamut, 397
GB7714 citation style, 721
General document properties,
51
General Options dialog box,
807-808
generating indexes, 772-773
global templates
  applying, 313-314
  enabling at startup, 314
  troubleshooting, 317
glow effects, 418, 526
Go To feature, 87-88
GOST citation style, 721
{GoToButton} field, 647
gradient fills, 478-479
Grammar options (grammar-
check), 97
Grammar Settings dialog box,
102
grammatical error, fixing
  individual errors, 97-98
  interactive spelling/grammar
  check, 98-99
language
  changing, 108-109
  troubleshooting, 132
settings, 100-102
style rules, 102-103
graphical AutoCorrect entries,
adding, 115

graphics
  accessibility, 994
  adding
    blogs, 853-854
    envelopes, 339
  background, 137
captions, 759-761
charts. See charts
clip art. See clip art
drawings, 456
  3-D effects, 482-484
  adding text to, 461
aligning, 471
  arrow heads, 461
AutoShapes, 456-457, 464
  borders, 473-474
  connecting lines and
  shapes, 466-469
  connectors, 458
curved lines, 458, 463
distributing, 472
drawing canvases, 458-460
gradient fills, 478-479
grouping, 470
  layering objects and text,
  469-470
  pattern fills, 481-482
  picture fills, 476-477
  polygons, 457
  positioning, 466
  Quick Styles, 472
  rotating/flipping, 464-465
  scribbles, 458, 463
  shadows, 482
  sizing, 463-466
  solid fills, 474-475
  straight lines, 457,
  461-462
  text wrap, 466
texture fills, 479-481
troubleshooting, 489
hyperlinks, 605, 870
inline, 402, 440
inserting
  InsertBioPic macro, 924
  {IncludePicture} fields,
  627-629
lines, connecting to shapes,
466-469
photos. See digital photos
resolution, 399
saving documents as, 43-44
shapes. See shapes
SmartArt diagrams, 534
bulleted lists, 540
chart branches, positioning, 540-541
converting to drawing objects, 558-559
cycle diagrams, 534
flow direction, 538
formatting, 546-550
hierarchy diagrams, 534
inserting, 536-537
layout, 537-538
matrix diagrams, 534
positioning, 551-552
process diagrams, 534
pyramid diagrams, 536
relationship diagrams, 534
resizing, 551
shapes, 538-540
text, 541-545
troubleshooting, 558
table of figures, 759
captioning figures, 759-761
creating, 760-761
thumbnails, 21
WordArt, 484
alignment, 488-489
creating, 485
editing, 486
fill, 487
letter height, 487
positioning, 485
shapes, changing, 486
spacing, 486-487
text wrap, 485
vertical/horizontal text, 488

Graphics Interchange Format (GIF), 864
graphs, accessibility, 994
Grayscale color mode, 413
greying, 89
green wavy lines, 97-98
greeting cards. See folded note cards
greeting lines (mail merges), 582
{GreetingLine} field, 647
gridlines, 21, 514-515
grids, toggling, 330
group element, 963
groups
shapes, 470
tabs, 8-10
gutters, 268-269

H

\h switch
{Index} field, 776
{TOC} field, 756
half-fold cards, 345
Hanging (paragraph indentation setting), 198
Hanging indent marker (ruler), 199
headers, 276
adjusting positioning, 283-284
areas, 276-277
date or time codes, 281-283
document properties, 283
field codes, 278
header areas, 276-277
inserting building blocks, 277-278
master documents, 705
multiple headers, 285-286
page-numbering, 279-281
pictures, inserting, 284-285
headings
accessibility, 993-994
fonts, 16
indexes, 777
tables, 378-379
Height value (tables), 368-370
Help menu commands, table of, 1013-1014
Help system, 23-25
Hide Grammar Errors in This Document Only option (grammar-check), 102
Hide Spelling Errors in This Document Only option (grammar-check), 102
hiding
document maps, 21
folders, 316
gridlines, 21
message bars, 21
Reviewing pane, 784
revision marks, 791-792, 802
Ruler, 21
text, 138, 173
thumbnails, 21
hierarchy diagrams, 534
HighBeam Research, 125
highlighting text, 81, 175
horizontal picture positioning, 407
horizontal text (WordArt), 488
Hosted Webs, 1022
.htm file format, 40, 862
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), 947
compared to XML, 876-877
overview, 858
.html file format, 40, 990
{Hyperlink} field, 645
hyperlinks
accessibility, 995
bookmarks
another document, 613
same document, 612
creating, 603-604
e-mail, 870-871
images, 870
text, 869
defined, 602-603, 868
executable files, 605
graphical hyperlinks, 605
text hyperlinks, 604-605
Hypertext Markup Language. See HTML
hyphenation, 117
automatic, 117-118
manual, 118-119

I

\i switch (‘TA field), 763
id attribute (RibbonX), 966
idMso attribute (RibbonX), 966
idMsos, 967-969
{If} fields, 596, 647
IF() function, 386
Ignore All option (spell-check menu), 96
Ignore Internet and File Addresses option (spell-check), 101
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Ignore Once option (grammar-check), 97
Ignore option (spell-check menu), 96
Ignore Punctuation Characters option (Find command), 82
Ignore White-space Characters option (Find command), 82
Ignore Words in UPPERCASE option (spell-check), 101
Ignore Words That Contain Numbers option (spell-check), 101
imageMso attribute (RibbonX), 967
images. See graphics
In Front of Text (text-wrapping setting), 327
{IncludePicture} fields, creating, 627-628, 645
field code, 628-629
Insert Picture dialog box, 628
{IncludeText} fields, 625, 645
creating
field codes, 626-627
Insert Text dialog box, 625
updating, 627
Indented index style, 773
indenting
bulleted/numbered lists, 217
paragraphs, 197
precise values, 197-199
ruler, 199-201
shortcut keys, 199
tab stops and, 225
{Index} fields, 644, 776
indexes
: (colons) in, 780
conventions, 766-767
creating, 766
definition, 766
entries
automatically marking, 767, 771-772
cross-references, 770
manually marking, 767-769
marking, 767
multiple instances of same text, 770-771

subentries, 769-770
viewing, 780
{XE} field codes, 771
fields. See fields generating, 772-773
headings, 777
layout, 773
Columns setting, 774
formats, 774
Language setting, 774
Right Align Page Numbers setting, 774
Type setting, 773-774
master documents, 705-706
multiple indexes, 777-778
“(quotation marks in), 780
selected entries, 778-779
selected letters of alphabet, 779
spell-checking, 775
styles, 774-775
troubleshooting, 779-780
updating, 775
individual grammar errors, 97-98
inline images, 402, 440
Inline mode (equations), 557
inline references to sources, 725-726
input devices, accessibility, 992
Insert Address Block dialog box (Mail Merge Wizard), 567
Insert Cells command (Insert menu), 361
Insert Cells dialog box, 361-362
Insert Greeting Line dialog box (Mail Merge Wizard), 567
Insert Hyperlink dialog box, 604-606, 612, 870
Insert menu commands
Insert Cells, 361
table of, 1004-1005
Insert mode, 61-62
Insert Picture dialog box, 401, 628
Insert Subdocument dialog box, 707
Insert Table dialog box, 356
insertAfterMso attribute (RibbonX), 966
insertBeforeMso attribute (RibbonX), 966
InsertBioPic macro, 924
inserting

cells, 361-362
clip art, 428-429
columns, 361
content to Web pages, 869-871
cover pages, 274
date or time codes, 281-283
document properties, 283
fields, 634
footers, 277-278
headers, 277-278
legacy form fields, 666
page breaks, 273
page-numbering, 279-280
pictures
from files, 401-402
headers/footers, 284-285
inline images, 402
Microsoft Clip Organizer, 438-439
text wrap, 402-404
rows, 361
section breaks, 265
SmartArt diagrams, 536-537
text boxes, 321-322
watermarks, 288-289
insertion point, 60, 68-69
Installation Options (Setup program), 1018-1019
installed templates, starting documents with, 300-301
installing
fonts, 164-165
Microsoft Office 2007, 1018
File Location, 1019
Installation Options, 1018-1019
modifying installation, 1019-1020
repairing installation, 1019-1020
User Information, 1019
INT() function, 386
interactive mode (AutoFormat), 187-188
interactive spelling/grammar check, 98-99
International Support, 1021
Internet Fax, 150
interpolation, 399
Invalid Child Element error message, 972
iron-on transfers, printing, 146
ISO 690 First Element and Date citation style, 721
ISO 690 Numerical Reference citation style, 721
italics, 169-171

J
JavaScript, 859
journals. See blogs
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group), 864
jumping to footnotes/endnotes, 736
justification. See aligning
Justified (paragraph alignment setting), 206
Justify options (WordArt), 489

K
\k switch {{Index} field}, 776
kerning, 177-178
Kerning option (Character Spacing), 177
keyboard shortcuts assigning macros to, 910-912, 920-922
to styles, 246-247
inserting symbols with, 63-64
navigating documents, 69-70
obtaining list of commands assigned to, 922
selecting text, 71-72
tables, 358
keywords changing in clip art, 432-433
searching by in Microsoft Clip Organizer, 436
Keywords dialog box, 433

L
\l switch
{Index} field, 776
{TA} field, 763
{TOC} field, 756
label attribute (RibbonX), 966
Label Options dialog box, 341, 570
labelControl element, 964
labels, 340
charts, 492, 507-508
custom label specification, 342-343
formatting appearance, 343-344
mail merges, 570, 583
printing full page of same label, 340-342
paper, 340
single label, 342
troubleshooting, 348-349
Language dialog box, 109
Language option (spell-check menu), 97
Language setting (indexes), 774
Language Settings tool, 1022
languages
custom dictionaries, 105
spell-check/grammar-check changing, 108-109
troubleshooting, 132
translating text, 126
options, 128-129
Research pane, 127-128 ToolTips, 128
layering objects and text, 469-470
layout
bibliographies, 730
chart layouts, applying, 504
indexes, 773-774
SmartArt diagrams bulletied lists, 540
changing, 537-538
chart branches, positioning, 540-541
flow direction, 538
shapes, 538-540
leaders (tab stops), 203
leading, line spacing versus, 195-196
Left (paragraph alignment setting), 206
Left (paragraph indentation setting), 197
Left indent marker (ruler), 199
Left tab stop, 202
legacy features, support, 18
legacy form fields bookmarks, 671
Checkbox Form Field, 665, 669
compared to content controls, 659-660
drop-down form fields, 665, 670
enabling/disabling, 671
frames, 666
help text, 671-673
inserting, 666
shading, 666
text form fields, 665-668
calculation, 668
date/time, 667
legal blacklining, 796-799
legends, 492, 506
letter height (WordArt), 487
letters. See documents .lex files, 107
libraries
SharePoint document library creating, 834-835
documents, adding, 835-838
Word 2007 Schema Library, 885-886
Light Variations color mode, 414
line charts, 502
Linear layout (Equation Editor), 555
linear trendlines, 517
lines arrow heads, 461
breaks, 60-61, 192
connecting to shapes, 466-469
curved drawing, 458
modifying, 463
drawing, 457
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note separator lines, 740-741
numbering, 271-272
scribbles
  drawing, 458
  modifying, 463
spacing, 193
  envelope addresses, 348
  multiplier, 193-194
  precise value, 194-196
  resetting to single spacing, 194
straight lines
  drawing, 457
  modifying, 461-462
{Link} fields, 620, 645
  breaking links, 624
  compared to embedded data, 620
  file locations/ranges, changing, 623-624
  linking
    update settings, 622-623
    entire files, 620-621
    portions of files, 621-622
  manually updating, 623
links
  hyperlinks
    automatic hyperlink conversion, 629
    color, 608-609
    creating, 603-604
    definition, 602-603
    editing, 607
    email, 605-606
    executable files, 605
    graphical, 605
    new documents, 606-607
    removing, 608
    text, 604-605
    troubleshooting, 629-630
    underlining, 608-609
    visited, 608
{IncludePicture} fields,
  creating, 627-628
  field code, 628-629
  Insert Picture dialog box, 628
{IncludeText} fields, 625
  creating by inserting field codes, 626-627
  creating with Insert Text dialog box, 625
  updating, 627
{Link} fields, 620, 645
  breaking links, 624
  compared to embedded data, 620
file locations/ranges, changing, 623-624
link update settings, 622-623
linking to files, 620-622
manually updating, 623
pictures to files, 402
styles, defined, 228-229
text boxes, 328-329
Links dialog box, 622-624
Links tab (SharePoint Team Services), 839
List Box content controls, 661
List Commands dialog box, 922
{ListNum} field, 643
lists
  bulleted lists, 206-207
    AutoFormat As You Type, 207-208
    bullet characters, 213-215
    Bullets or Numbering button, 207
    changing list levels, 215-217
    SmartArt diagrams, 540
    spacing and indents, 217
    troubleshooting, 225-226
  content controls options, 663
  levels, changing, 215-217
  Master List, 725
  multilevel, 691
    adding to Gallery, 696
    creating, 692-695
    custom list styles, 696-697
    deleting, 698
    list style presets, 691-692
    numbers, including from higher outline levels, 695
    numbered, 206-207
    AutoFormat As You Type, 207-208
    Bullets or Numbering button, 207
    list levels, changing, 215-217
    number format, 210-212
    restarting/continuing numbering, 208-209
    spacing and indents, 217
    starting at specific number, 209
  styles, definition, 229
  tabbed, 204-205
Live Preview, 15
loading. See also installing
  RibbonX customizations, 950-952
  templates at startup, 317
locations (trusted), 816-817
Locations of Word 2003 Commands in Word 2007 feature, 26
locking
  anchors, 405
  fields, 638, 648
  subdocuments, 715
Locking settings (content controls), 662
logarithmic trendlines, 517
Look Up option (grammar-check), 97
lossless compression, 398
lossy compression, 398
lowercase, 174
macro-based attacks, preventing, 815
macro settings, 818
  non-macro file formats, 816
  trusted locations, 816-817
  trusted publishers, 818
macro-enabled Word templates (.dotm), 299
{MacroButton} field, 647
macros, 906-907
  adding to Quick Access toolbar, 922
  alternatives, 906
  assigning
    keyboard shortcuts, 910-912, 920-922
    toolbar buttons, 910-913
  AutoOpen, 315
  BoldItalics1, 925
  BoldItalics2, 925-926
  built-in commands as, 916
  CodeFormat, 924
  copying between documents, 919-920
  deleting, 920
  description, 906
  error messages, 917-918
  FindReplace, 926-928
  InsertBioPic, 924
macro-based attacks, preventing, 815
macro settings, 818
non-macro file formats, 816
trusted locations, 816-817
trusted publishers, 818
naming, 909-910
opening in Visual Basic Editor (VBE), 923-924
overview, 906
planning, 907-908
recording, 907-909, 913-915
pausing, 914
planning, 907-908
Stop Recording button, 915
renaming, 920
running, 916
automatically, 915
on entry or exit, 670-671
templates, opening, 918-919
security, 928
digital signatures, 929
security levels, 930
trusted publishers and locations, 929
storing, 910
troubleshooting, 933
VBA (Visual Basic for Applications), 906
Macros dialog box, 916, 922
Macros In dialog box, 922
Mail Merge Recipients dialog box, 566, 579, 582, 585-589
Mail Merge task pane, 566
Mail Merge Wizard, 565-568
envelope options, 569
label options, 570
main document type, 568-569
mail merges
address validation, 589
AddressBlock fields, 567, 599
custom merges, 593
{Ask} fields, 594-596
{FillIn} fields, 593-594
{If} fields, 596
{MergeRec} fields, 597-598
{NextRecordIf} fields, 598
{Set} fields, 597
{SkipRecordIf} fields, 598
data files, 564
data sources, 571
creating, 577-579
delimited data files, 571, 574
editing, 578-579
Excel data sources, 572-573
field customization, 578
ODBC data sources, 576-577
Oracle databases, 575
Outlook contact lists, 571
SQL databases, 575
Word data sources, 573-574
duplicate entries, finding, 589
error checking, 590
fields, inserting, 647-648, 580
address blocks, 580-581
directory fields, 584
greeting lines, 582
label fields, 583
single fields, 580
filters, 585
advanced filters, 586-587
filtering for blank or non-blank entries, 586
fixed-width data files, 599
Mail Merge Wizard, 565-568
envelope options, 569
label options, 570
main document type, 568-569
Mailings tab, 565
main documents
definition, 564
preparing, 579
selecting, 568-569
merging to
e-mail, 592
new documents, 591
to printers, 591-592
overview, 564-565
previewing, 590
recipients, finding, 588
records
excluding individual records, 585
sorting, 587-588
troubleshooting, 598-600
Mailings tab, 565
main documents (mail merges), 564
definition, 564
preparing, 579
selecting, 568-569
Manage Sources feature, 18-19
Managing Styles dialog box, 251-252, 698
manual column breaks, 291
Manual Contents Tables, 750
manual duplexing, 136-137
manual hyphenation, 118-119
Manual Hyphenation dialog box, 118
manually editing custom dictionaries, 105
manually positioning pictures, 404
manually rotating pictures, 419
maps (document), 21, 88-89, 682
margin of error, 518
margins
book folds, 268-269
changing, 266
entering precise values, 267
gutters, 268-269
presets, 266-267
table cells, 376-377
text boxes, 326-327
Mark Citation dialog box, 761
Mark Grammar Errors As You Type option (grammar-check), 101
Mark Index Entry dialog box, 767-769
Mark Table of Contents Entry dialog box, 752
marking
captions, 761
citations, 761-763
documents as final, 815
index entries, 767
automatically, 767, 771-772
cross-references, 770
manually, 767-769
multiple instances of same text, 770-771
subentries, 769-770
[XE] field codes, 771
table of contents (TOC) entries, 751-752
master documents, 704
creating, 706
headers/footers, 705
indexes, 705-706
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inserting existing documents into, 706-707
numbered elements, 706
printing, 716
splitting into subdocuments, 708-709
styles, 704-705
subdocuments
creating, 708-709
detailing, 710-711
locking/unlocking, 715
merging, 713
moving, 711
nesting, 713-714
removing, 712
renaming, 712-713
splitting, 714-715
unlinking, 712
viewing/collapsing, 709-710
TOCs (table of contents), 705-706
troubleshooting, 716-717
Master List, transferring sources to/from, 725
Match case option (Find command), 82
Match prefix option (Find command), 82
Match suffix option (Find command), 82
math
comparison operators, 388
equation and formula fields, 643-644
formulas, 385, 552-553
custom equations, creating, 553-554
Display mode, 557
equation formatting, 556
Inline mode, 557
Linear layout, 555
preset equations, 553
Professional layout, 555
saving to Equation Gallery, 557-558
stacked fractions, 554
structures, 554-555
wrapping text around, 557
functions, 386-388
number formats, 388
operators, 385
order of operations, 389
referencing outside values, 389
Math AutoCorrect, 115-117
matrix diagrams, 534
MAX() function, 387
MDI (Microsoft Document Image) Writer format, 43
megapixels, 399
Memo.dotx file, 957-961
menu element, 964
menuSeparator element, 965
merge fields (mail merges), inserting, 580
address blocks, 580-581
directory fields, 584
greeting lines, 582
label fields, 583
single fields, 580
Merge to E-Mail dialog box, 592
Merge to New Document dialog box, 567, 591
Merge to Printer dialog box, 591
{MergeField} field, 647
\* MERGEFORMAT switch, 648
{MergeRec} fields, 597-598, 648
{MergeSeq} field, 648
merging
cells, 364-365
subdocuments, 713
message bar, hiding/showing, 21
.mht file format, 862
.mhtm file format, 40
.html file format, 40
Microsoft
artwork library, 427
Clip Organizer, 435-436
adding pictures, 438-439
browsing clips by category, 436
collection folders, 438
moving pictures between collections, 439
searching by keyword, 436
working with found clips, 437
Document Image (MDI) Writer format, 43
Fax (Windows XP), 149-150
Forms 2.0 .NET
Programmability Support, 1022
Graph, 1022
Office
Document Imaging, 1022
Download Control, 1021
Picture Manager, 1023
Office 2007
installing, 1018-1019
modifying installation, 1019-1020
optional tools, 1020-1023
removing, 1020
repairing installation, 1019-1020
shared features, 1020-1023
Query, 1023
Script Editor (HTML Source Editing), 1023
Word Viewer, 990
Works documents, converting to Word 2007, 986-987
MIN() function, 387
Mini Toolbar, 12
mistakes, 62
MLA citation style, 722
MOD() function, 387
modems (fax), 148-150
modes
AutoFormat, 187-188
Insert, 61-62
Overtype, 61-62
Modify command, 234-235
Modify Multilevel List dialog box, 697
Modify Style dialog box, 371, 688-690, 740, 748-749, 755, 775
More Dark Variations color mode, 414
mouse, 71
moving
average trendlines, 517
between fields, 639
footnotes/endnotes, 736-737
linked text boxes, 329
columns, 363-364
footnotes, 736
modified clips, 451
pictures between collections, 439
rows, 363-364
shapes, 449
subdocuments, 711
text, 72
Cut, Copy, and Paste commands, 73-74
drag-and-drop, 73
Office Clipboard, 78-79
Paste options, 76-77
Paste Special command, 74-76
text boxes, 322-324
MS-DOS names, 51
MSN Search, 125
MSN Spaces, 850
multicolumn layouts, 290
column presets, 291
custom column settings, 291-292
different column settings for selected text, 292
manual column breaks, 291
multilevel lists, 691
adding to Gallery, 696
creating, 692-695
custom list styles, 696-697
deleting, 698
list style presets, 691-692
numbers, including from higher outline levels, 695
multiparagraph text options (content controls), 663
Multiple (line spacing setting), 195
multiple pages per sheet, printing, 137
multiplier, line spacing as, 193-194
multisheet banners, 333-334
My Collections, 435
My Recent Documents shortcut (Favorites bar), 45
nonmodel dialog boxes, 523
nonprinting characters, viewing, 192-193
Normal style, 249
Normal view, 861
Normal.dotm template, 28-29, 298
restoring original, 317
saving changes to, 309-310
troubleshooting, 315-316
NOT() function, 387
note cards. See folded note cards
note separator lines, 740-741
Notepad, opening .lex files, 107
{NoteRef} field, 645
numbered elements (master documents), 706
numbered lists, 206-207
AutoFormat As You Type, 207-208
Bullets or Numbering button, 207
list levels, 215-217
number format, 210-212
restarting/continuing numbering, 208-209
spacing and indents, 217
starting at specific number, 209
number type (axis), 513-514
Numbering Library, 210-211
numbers
built fractions, 178
fields, 642-643, 649-650
footnotes/endnotes, 739
formats, 210-212, 388
outlines, 690-691, 698
styles, 210
objects. See also drawings
converting SmartArt diagrams to, 558-559
embedding, 618-619
layering objects and text, 469-470
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WordArt, 484
alignment, 488-489
creating, 485
editing, 486
fill, 487
letter height, 487
positioning, 485
shapes, 486
spacing, 486-487
text wrap, 485
vertical/horizontal text, 488

ODBC data sources (mail merges), 576-577

Odd Page (section breaks), 264

Office
2007
installing, 1018-1019
modifying installation, 1019-1020
optional tools, 1020-1023
removing, 1020
repairing installation, 1019-1020
shared features, 1020-1023

Clipboard
options, 79
pasting text to, 78-79
saving contents, 93-94

Collections, 435
Diagnostics, 982-983
Live workspaces, 824
accessing from browser, 826-827
checking out documents, 827-828
creating, 825-826
definition, 824-825
deleting files from, 833
document alerts, 828-829
editing documents from, 829-830
saving files to, 830-833
overview, 824
SharePoint Team Services
adding documents to library, 835-838
document alerts, 843-844
document discussions, 844-845
document libraries, 834-835
document properties, 842-843
Document tab, 838-839
Links tab, 839
overview, 833-834
searching documents, 841-842
troubleshooting, 846
workflow tasks, 839-841

Open as Copy mode, 48

Open dialog box, 46-47

Open Index AutoMark File dialog box, 772-773

opening
.lex files in Notepad, 107
documents, 45
earlier versions of files, 49-50
File List View, 47
Open as Copy mode, 48
Open dialog box, 46
other applications, 989-990
other file types, 48
Read-Only mode, 48-49
recently used documents, 45
unsupported file types, 56
macros in Visual Basic Editor (VBE), 923-924
templates, 309

OpenType fonts, 162

operators
comparison operators, 388
order of operations, 389
OR() function, 387

Oracle databases (mail merges), 575
organizing templates, 311-312
original Normal.dotm template, 317
orphans, preventing, 223-225

Outline view, 20, 683
outlines, 682
AutoSummarize, 699-700
collapsing/expanding, 686-687
compared to Document Map feature, 682
copying, 698-699
creating from existing documents, 685-686
demoting/promoting outline items, 684
fonts, 162, 173
levels, 748-749
paragraph outline levels, 690
setting, 688-690
theme fonts, applying, 690
multilevel lists, 691
adding to Gallery, 696
creating, 692-695
custom list styles, 696-697
deleting, 698
list style presets, 691-692
numbers, including from higher outline levels, 695
numbering, 690-691, 698
printing, 698-699
rearranging, 687-688
shape outlines, 524
styles, 684-685, 688, 690
troubleshooting, 700-701
typing in Outline view, 683

Outlook contact lists, 571

OverType mode, 61-62

\p switch
{Index} field, 776, 779
{TOC} field, 756

Page Border Art, 1020
{Page} field, 643
Print command (File menu), 911
Print dialog box, 567, 591
(Print) field, 647
Print Layout view, 20
Print List command (Office Live workspaces), 827
Print Preview, 142-143
{PrintDate} field, 641
printed forms, creating, 677
printers
continuous-feed printers, 341, 570
files (.prn)
  printing to, 144-145
  troubleshooting, 150
label paper, 340
merging to, 591-592
page printers, 570
properties, 140-142
queues, 147-148
resident fonts, 163-164
selecting, 134-135
printing
canceling print jobs, 148
documents, 134
copies and collation, 135
manual duplexing, 136-137
multiple pages per sheet, 137
page ranges, 135
PDF documents, 145-146
Print Preview, 142-143
printer properties, 140-142
printer selection, 134-135
Printing Options, 137-140
Quick Print, 134
scaling to paper size, 137
special elements, 135-136
to printer (.prn) files, 144-145
troubleshooting, 150-151
envelopes, 337-338
folded note cards, 345
form data, 676
iron-on transfers, 146
labels
  full page of same label, 340-342
  single label, 342
troubleshooting, 348-349
master documents, 716
outlines, 698-699
print queues, 147-148
privacy issues, 819
  finding and removing personal information, 819
  Trust Center Privacy Options, 820-821
.prn files
  printing, 144-145
troubleshooting, 150
process diagrams, 534
PRODUCT() function, 387
Professional layout (Equation Editor), 555
program updates, checking, 980
promoting
  outline items, 684
  SmartArt diagram shapes, 539-540
printer
  setting, 140-141
  storing, 141-142
Properties dialog box, 299
Properties tab (Web Options dialog box), 868
Protect Document task pane, 794, 811
protecting
documents, 794, 806
  comments-only access, 812
  form fill-in access, 813
  Mark as Final feature, 815
  overview, 806
  password protection, 806-808
  per-user exceptions, 814-815
  permissions, 822
  read-only access, 810-812
  revision marks, 813
  share permissions, 809-810
style usage, restricting, 813-814
Windows encryption, 808-809
forms, 673-674
templates, 310
publishers (trusted), 818
Punctuation Required with Quotes option (grammar-check), 103
purple dotted lines, 120
pyramid diagrams, 536
Q
QAT (Quick Access toolbar), 8-9
  adding
    buttons, 936-937
    macros, 922
New Blank Document button, 29
  customizing, 936
  removing buttons, 937
  repositioning, 936
qat element, 962
quarter-fold cards, 344
queues, print, 147-148
Quick Access toolbar. See QAT
Quick Formatting Files, 1020
Quick Print, 134
Quick Styles, 230-231, 472
  accessing, 230-231
  adding/removing styles, 232-233
  applying, 231, 546
  sets, 231-232
QuickAccess toolbar, 184-185
quotation marks (“”) in indexes, 780
{Quote} field, 645
R
\r switch
  [Index] field, 776
  {TA} field, 763
radar charts, 503
raster fonts, 163
raster images, 396
restricting access to documents, 806
comments-only access, 812
form fill-in access, 813
password protection, 806-808
per-user exceptions, 814-815
permissions, 822
read-only access
editing restrictions, 811-812
file-level, 810-811
Read-Only Recommended option, 810

repositioning Quick Access toolbar, 936
Research Explorer Bar, 1023
Research pane, 122
Encarta Dictionary, 122-123
research sites
adding/removing, 130
enabling/disabling, 130
looking up information, 125-126
parental controls, 131-132
troubleshooting, 132
updating, 130-131
thesaurus, 123-125
translating text, 127-128

resizing
drawing canvases, 459-460
modified clips, 451
pictures, 407-409
SmartArt diagrams, 551
text boxes, 322-324

resolution (graphics), 399

resolving RibbonX errors, 971-972

restarting numbered lists, 208-209

restoring Normal.dotm, 317

restricting access to documents, 806
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revision marks, 813
share permissions, 809-810
style usage, restricting, 813-814
Windows encryption, 808-809

retrieving addresses for envelopes, 338-339
Reveal Formatting task pane, 157, 181-182
revealing formatting, 181-182
reverse order, printing pages in, 139
reviewing revisions, 791-792
Reviewing pane, 784

revisions
marks, 813
tracking, 790-791
accepting/rejecting revisions, 792-793
character-level revisions, 798
displaying/hiding revision marks, 791-792, 802
enforcing, 794
moving between revisions, 792
word-level revisions, 798

{RevNum} field, 643
RGB (Red/Green/Blue) color model, 397
ribbon, 8-9
ribbon element, 962
RibbonCustomizer, 969-970
ribbons, customizing
RibbonCustomizer, 969-970
RibbonX, 946-947
customUI.xml example, 949-950
do’s and don’ts, 952-955
elements, 961-966
box, 964
button, 963
buttonGroup, 965
checkBox, 964
comboBox, 964
contextualTabs, 962
control, 963
customUI, 962
dialogBoxLauncher, 966
documentControls, 963
dropDown, 964
dropDownList, 964
gallery, 963
group, 963
labelControl, 964
menu, 964
menuSeparator, 965
officeMenu, 962
qat, 962
ribbon, 962
separator, 965
sharedControls, 963
splitButton, 964
tabs, 962-963
tabSet, 963
toggleButton, 963
tools, 964

errors, 971-972
idMsos, 967-969
loading RibbonX customizations into Word, 950-951
loading RibbonX with Custom UI Editor Tool, 952
Memo.dotx example, 957-961
RibbonX attributes, 966-967
RibbonX elements, 961-966
troubleshooting, 970-972
UsefulControls.dotx example, 955-956
XML (eXtensible Markup Language), 947-949

RibbonX, 19, 946-947
attributes, 966-967
id, 966
idMso, 966
imageMso, 967
insertAfterMso, 966
insertBeforeMso, 966
label, 966
size, 967
startFromScratch, 967
visible, 966
customUI.xml example, 949-950
do’s and don’ts, 952-955
elements, 961-966
box, 964
button, 963
buttonGroup, 965
checkBox, 964
comboBox, 964
contextualTabs, 962
control, 963
customUI, 962
dialogBoxLauncher, 966
documentControls, 963
dropDown, 964
dropDownList, 964
gallery, 963
group, 963
labelControl, 964
menu, 964
menuSeparator, 965
officeMenu, 962
qat, 962
ribbon, 962
separator, 965
sharedControls, 963
splitButton, 964
tabs, 962-963
tabSet, 963
toggleButton, 963
tools, 964

errors, 971-972
idMsos, 967-969
loading RibbonX customizations into Word, 950-951
loading RibbonX with Custom UI Editor Tool, 952
Memo.dotx example, 957-961
troubleshooting, 970-972
UsefulControls.dotx example, 955-956
XML (eXtensible Markup Language), 947-949

Rich Text content controls, 661
Right (paragraph indentation setting), 197
Right Align Page Numbers setting (indexes), 774
Right indent marker (ruler), 200
Right tab stop, 202
rotating
clip art, 448
drawn objects, 464-465
pictures, 419
3-D rotation, 420-421
manual rotation, 419
specified amounts, 419-420
shapes, 549-550
text, 347

ROUND() function, 387
round-tripping, 859-860
rows
copying, 363-364
deleting, 362
inserting, 361
moving, 363-364
selecting, 360

.rtf file format, 41

Ruler
hiding/showing, 21
paragraph indents, 199-201
tab stops, 202-203, 225
Run-in index style, 774
running macros, 916
automatically, 915
error messages, 917-918
on entry or exit, 670-671
templates, opening, 918-919

S

\s switch
[Index] field, 776
{T} field, 763

Save As command (Office menu), 31
Save As dialog box, 31-34
Save as Web Page command (Office menu), 42
Save Chart Template dialog box, 496
Save command (Office menu), 31
Save Data Connection File and Finish dialog box, 576
Save Data Source dialog box, 577
{SaveDate} field, 641

saving
bibliographies to Bibliography Gallery, 732-733
content as cover pages, 275
documents, 31-32
as images, 43-44
AutoRecover intervals, 55-56
default save format, setting, 989
Favorites bar, changing in Windows XP, 37-38
Favorites List, changing in Windows Vista, 37
file formats, 38-41
file Save location, changing in Windows Vista, 32-34, 54-55
file Save location, changing in Windows XP, 34-35, 54-55
to FTP sites, 36-37
to network locations, 35-36
web-based formats, 41-42
to web locations, 36
as Web pages, 860-862
equations to Equation Gallery, 557-558
files to Office Live workspaces, 830-833
forms
data, 676
as templates, 658
Normal.dotm changes, 309-310
Office Clipboard contents, 93-94
scale (axes), 511-513
Scale option (Character Spacing), 177
scaling
characters, 177
to paper size, 137
scanners bit depth, 398
scatter charts, 502
schemas (XML)
adding to Word 2007 Schema Library, 885-886
creating, 885
definition, 882-883
equation, 883-884
screen magnification, 992
screen readers, 992
scribbles
drawing, 458
modifying, 463
scripting languages
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), 858, 874
HTML, 947
compared to XML, 876-877
overview, 858
JavaScript, 859
VBScript, 859
VML (Vector Markup Language), 858, 865
XML (EXtensible Markup Language). See XML
scrolling, 67-68
Search option (Find command), 82
searching
clip art, 428-429
documents, 53-54
finding and replacing. See finding and replacing
Go To feature, 87-88
Help system, 25
Microsoft Clip Organizer keywords, 436
Select Browse Object feature, 86-87
SharePoint sites, 841-842
section breaks, 264
changing section break type, 266
Continuous, 264
deleting, 265
Even Page, 264
inserting, 265
New Column, 264
Next Page, 264
Odd Page, 264
{Section} field, 643
{SectionPages} field, 643
sections, 264
security
comments-only access, 812
digital signatures, 821-822
forms, 673-674, 813
macro-based attacks, preventing, 815
macro settings, 818
non-macro file formats, 816
trusted locations, 816-817
trusted publishers, 818
macros, 928
digital signatures, 929
security levels, 930
trusted publishers and locations, 929
Mark as Final feature, 815
overview, 806
password protection, 806-808
per-user exceptions, 814-815
permissions, 822
privacy issues, 819
finding and removing personal information, 819
Trust Center Privacy Options, 820-821
Protect Document task pane, 794
read-only access
editing restrictions, 811-812
file-level, 810-811
Read-Only Recommended option, 810
revision marks, 813
share permissions, 809-810
style usage, restricting, 813-814
Windows encryption, 808-809
Select All x Instances command (Styles pane), 234
Select Browse Object feature, 86-87
Select Cell command (Select menu), 358
Select Column command (Select menu), 360
Select Contacts dialog box (Mail Merge Wizard), 566, 571
Select Data Source dialog box, 498-499, 573-576
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Select menu commands
Select menu commands
Select Cell, 358
Select Column, 360
Select Row, 360
Select Table, 360
Select Picture dialog box, 477
Select Place in Document dialog box, 613
Select Row command (Select menu), 360
Select Table command (Select menu), 360
Select Table dialog box (Mail Merge Wizard), 573
Select Texture dialog box, 481
selecting
cells, 358-359
chart elements, 522-523
columns, 360
found text, 80-81
languages for custom dictionaries, 105
margin presets, 266-267
page ranges, 135
printers, 134-135
rows, 360
shapes, 449
tables, 360-361
text, 70-72
Shift+Enter key combination, 60
shading
legacy form fields, 666
paragraphs, 221-223
patterned, 222-223
printing, 137
Shadow (border type), 219
shadows, 525-526
backward-compatible documents, 416
clip art, 448
copies, 50
drawn objects, 482
font effect, 172
Word 2007 documents, 416
shape effects
applying to chart elements, 524
bevel, 527
glow, 526
reflection, 526
shadow, 525-526
soft edges, 526
shapes, 456
aligning, 471
arrow heads, adding/removing, 461
AutoShapes
drawing, 456-457
modifying, 464
connecting to lines, 466-469
connectors, 458
curved lines
creating, 458
modifying, 463
distributing, 472
drawing canvases, 458
creating, 459
formatting, 460
resizing, 459-460
editing, 450
grouping, 470
moving, 449
polygons, 457
recoloring, 450
rotating/flipping, 464-465
scribbles
creating, 458
modifying, 463
selecting, 449
Shape Style, 548
SmartArt diagram shapes
3-D rotation, 549-550
formatting, 548
gometry, 548-549
inserting, 538-539
promoting/demoting, 539-540
removing, 539
straight lines, 457, 461-462
styles, 15, 548
applying to chart elements, 523-524
shape effects, 526
text, adding, 461
text boxes, 325-326
shape effects
applying to chart elements, 524
bevel, 527
glow, 526
reflection, 526
shadow, 525-526
soft edges, 526
shapes, 456
aligning, 471
arrow heads, adding/removing, 461
AutoShapes
drawing, 456-457
modifying, 464
connecting to lines, 466-469
connectors, 458
curved lines
creating, 458
modifying, 463
distributing, 472
drawing canvases, 458
creating, 459
formatting, 460
resizing, 459-460
editing, 450
grouping, 470
moving, 449
polygons, 457
recoloring, 450
rotating/flipping, 464-465
scribbles
creating, 458
modifying, 463
selecting, 449
Shape Style, 548
SmartArt diagram shapes
3-D rotation, 549-550
formatting, 548
gometry, 548-549
inserting, 538-539
promoting/demoting, 539-540
removing, 539
straight lines, 457, 461-462
styles, 15, 548
applying to chart elements, 523-524
shape effects, 526
text, adding, 461
text boxes, 325-326
share permissions, 809-810
shared features (Office 2007), 1020-1023
sharedControls element, 963
SharePoint
2007, 851
Portal Server, 841-842
Team Services
adding documents to library, 835-838
document alerts, 843-844
document discussions, 844-845
document libraries, 834-835
document properties, 842-843
Document tab, 838-839
Links tab, 839
overview, 833-834
searching documents, 841-842
troubleshooting, 846
workflow tasks, 839-841
sharing
data. See data sharing documents, 988
Shift+Enter key combination, 60
shortcut keys, 922
defining, 937-938
indenting paragraphs with, 199
**Show AutoCorrect Options**  
Buttons option  
(AutoCorrect), 113

**Show Readability Statistics**  
option (grammar-check), 102

**Sign dialog box**, 822

**SIGN() function**, 387

**Signatures**  
task pane, 822

**signatures (digital)**, 821-822, 929

**Single**  
(line spacing setting), 195

**single file Web pages**, 874

**single labels** printing, 342

**single merge fields** inserting, 580

**single spacing**, 194

**Single-File Web Page** format, 42

**SIST02** citation style, 722

**size**

- chart text, 529-530
- drawing canvases, 459-460
- drawn objects, 465-466
- envelopes, 336
- fonts, 159-160
- modified clips, 451
- paper, 269-270, 345
- picture bullets, 215
- shapes, 549-550
- SmartArt diagrams, 551
- tables, 367
  - AutoFit, 367
  - Distribute Columns or Distribute Rows button, 370
  - dragging, 367-370
  - Height and Width values, 368-370

**size attribute (RibbonX)**, 967

**Size dialog box**, 408-409

**Size tab** (Format Picture dialog box), 408-409

{**SkipIf**} field, 648

{**SkipRecordIf**} fields, 598

**small caps**, 173

**Smart Paragraph Selection**, 93

**Smart Tags**, 119-120
  - add-ins, 932
  - configuring settings, 120-121
  - following, 120
  - .NET Programmability Support, 1023
  - Plugins, 1023
  - removing, 121-122

**SmartArt diagrams**, 534
- bulleted lists, 540
- chart branches, positioning, 540-541
- converting to drawing objects, 558-559
- cycle diagrams, 534
- flow direction, 538
- formatting  
  - 3-D rotation, 549-550
  - colors, 547
  - individual shapes, 548
  - Quick Styles, 546
  - shape geometry, 548-549
  - theme effects, 546
- hierarchy diagrams, 534
- inserting, 536-537
- layout, 537-538
- matrix diagrams, 534
- positioning, 551-552
- process diagrams, 534
- pyramid diagrams, 536
- relationship diagrams, 534
- resizing, 551
- shapes
  - inserting, 538-539
  - promoting/demoting, 539-540
  - removing, 539
- text
  - adding, 541
  - editing, 541
  - fonts, 541-543
  - text area, 545
  - text pane, 544
- WordArt Styles, 543-544
- troubleshooting, 558

**soft edges effects**, 418, 526

**soft page breaks**, 273

**soft tab stops**, 204

**solid fills**, 474-475

**Sort dialog box**, 383

**sorting**

- mail merges records, 587-588
- Styles list, 252-254
- tabular data, 383-384

**Sounds Like (English) option**  
(Find command), 82

**Source Manager** dialog box, 724-725

**sources**

- adding to bibliographies, 722-724
- citing. See citations
- creating when entering citations, 726-727
- deleting, 725
- editing, 724
- inline references, 725-726
- temporary placeholders, 727
- transferring to/from Master List, 725

**Spaces Required Between Sentences** option (grammar-check), 103

**spacing**

- before/after paragraphs, 196-197
- bulleted/numbered lists, 217
- character spacing, 176-178
- chart data, 528
- lines
  - envelope addresses, 348
  - multiplier, 193-194
  - precise value, 194-196
  - resetting to single spacing, 194
- WordArt, 486-487

**Spacing option** (Character Spacing), 177

**Special** (paragraph indentation setting), 198

**special characters**, 63

- finding and replacing, 84-86
- inserting
  - AutoCorrect, 63-67
  - keyboard shortcuts, 63-64
  - Symbol dialog box, 64-65

**special elements**, printing, 135-136

**spell-check**

- custom dictionaries, 103
- adding to Word, 108
- creating, 106
- editing word list, 104
- enabling/disabling, 107
- flagged words, adding, 104
- language selection, 105
- manually editing, 105
- setting default, 107
- exclusion dictionary, 107
- indexes, 775
- individual words, 96-97
- interactive spelling/grammar check, 98-99

---
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Suggest from Main Dictionary
Only option (spell-check), 101
SUM() function, 388
Summary document properties, 51
superscripts, 172
surface charts, 502
switching views, 20-21
symbol bullets, 213-214
Symbol dialog box, 64-65
{Symbol} field, 644
symbols, inserting, 63
AutoCorrect, 63-67
keyboard shortcuts, 63-64
Symbol dialog box, 64-65
synonyms, looking up, 123-125
System Information, 1023

T
\t switch ({TOC} field), 756
{TA} fields, 644, 762-763
tab-delimited data, 383, 390
tab element, 963
Tab key, 60
tab stops, 201-202
  changing default interval, 204
  converting to table, 204-205
  copying between paragraphs, 205-206
  indents and, 225
  paragraph indents, 200-201
  placing
    ruler, 202-203
    Tabs dialog box, 203-204
    ruler, 225
  tables, troubleshooting, 225
types, 202
Table menu
  commands
    Draw Table, 356-357
    table of, 1010, 1013
    creating tables with, 355
Table of Authorities dialog box, 763-764
table of authorities, creating, 763-764
table of contents. See TOCs
Table of Contents dialog box, 754
Table of Contents Options dialog box, 754
table of figures, 759-761
Table of Figures dialog box, 760-761
Table Options dialog box, 376
Table Properties dialog box, 378-380
tables
  accessibility, 995-996
  alignment, 379
  captions, 381-382
  cells
    background color, 373-374
    borders, 374-376
    deleting, 362
    inserting, 361-362
    margins, 376-377
    merging, 364-365
    selecting, 358-359
    splitting, 364-365
  chart data tables, 493, 521
  columns
    copying, 363-364
    deleting, 362
    distributing column width, 370
    inserting, 361
    moving, 363-364
    selecting, 360
    converting
      tabbed lists, 204-205
text, 389-391
    creating, 354
    Draw Table command, 356-357
    Insert Table dialog box, 356
    Table menu, 355
  data entry, 357-358
  definition, 354
  deleting, 363
drawing, 356-357
  embedding Excel worksheets as, 392-393
  fields, 644
  headings, 378-379
  inserting
    Insert Table dialog box, 356
    Table menu, 355
  keyboard shortcuts, 358
  math calculations, 384
  comparison operators, 388
  formulas, 385
  functions, 386-388
  number formats, 388
  operators, 385
  order of operations, 389
  referencing outside values, 389
  nested tables, 366
  pasting from other Office applications, 391-392
  rejoining, 365
  rows
    copying, 363-364
    deleting, 362
    inserting, 361
    moving, 363-364
    selecting, 360
    selecting, 360-361
  sizing, 367
    AutoFit, 367
    Distribute Columns or Distribute Rows button, 370
    dragging, 367-370
    Height and Width values, 368-370
    sorting, 383-384
    splitting, 365
  styles, 229
    applying, 370-371
    creating, 371-373
    default styles, 371
    modifying, 371-373
tab stops, 225
table of authorities, creating, 763-764
table of contents (TOC), 748
  creating from presets, 749-750
custom TOCs, 753-755
  deleting, 751
  marking entries, 751-752
  style outline levels, 748-749
  {TOC} field code, 756
  troubleshooting, 764
  updating, 750
table of figures, 759
captioning figures, 759-761
  creating, 760-761
text
  alignment, 378
direction, 378
  wrap, 380-381
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troubleshooting, 393
Web pages, 871-873
tabs, 8-10. See also tab stops
contextual tabs, 9
groups, 8-10
Tabs dialog box, 203-204
tabs element, 962
tabSet element, 963
Tagged Image File Format (TIFF), 43
Task dialog box, 839-840
task panes
Mail Merge, 566
Protect Document, 811
Signatures, 822
tasks (SharePoint Team Services), adding, 839
SharePoint, 841
Word, 839-841
(TC) fields, 644, 751-752
telephone numbers, 120

templates, 298
backing up, 308
charts, 496-497
creating, 310-311, 873
custom toolbars/menus in, 298
documents
creating from, 29-31
determining, 299
editing, 308-310
folded note cards, 345
merges, 300
global templates
applying, 313-314
enabling at startup, 314
troubleshooting, 317
modifying, 312-315
Normal.dotm, 28-29
Office Online templates, 306-308
opening, 309, 918-919
organizing, 311-312
protecting, 310
saving forms, 658
starting, 300
existing document, 304
installed templates, 300-301
Office Online templates, 301-303
user templates, 303-304
storage locations, 307-308
style definitions, editing, 251
troubleshooting
Application Data folder missing, 316
loading at startup, 317
Normal.dotm, 315-317
updating styles, 316
types, 298-299
workgroup, 304-306
Templates and Add-Ins dialog box, 312, 874
text. See also character formatting; styles
adding to shapes, 461
area, 545
Building Blocks feature, 18
case, changing, 173-175
chart text, 529
attributes, 529-530
fonts, 529-530
size, 529-530
WordArt Styles, 530-531
converting
citations, 729
fields, 639
tables, 389-391
delimited text, 390
direction, 330, 378
entry. See text entry
finding and replacing, 79-80
customizing Find operations, 81-82
highlighting all found text, 81
selecting all found text, 80-81
special characters, 84-86
text strings, 80, 83
form fields, 665-668
calculation, 668
date/time, 667
hiding, 173
highlighting, 175
hyperlinks, 604-605, 869
placeholder text, 665
rotating, 347
selecting, 70-72
Automatically Select Entire Word option, 93
keyboard shortcuts, 71-72
mouse shortcuts, 71
Smart Paragraph Selection, 93
SmartArt diagram text
editing, 541
fonts, 541-543
text area, 545
text pane, 544
WordArt Styles, 543-544
strings
finding, 80
replacing, 83
table cells, 378
underlining, 171-172
upside-down text, 346-347
WordArt. See WordArt wrap, 402-404
around equations, 557
charts, 500
drawn objects, 466
points, 442
properties, 440-442
settings, 327-328
tables, 380-381
WordArt, 485
text boxes, 320
accessibility, 997
borders and fills, 324-325
frames versus, 331-332
inserting, 321-322
linking, 328-329
margins, 326-327
moving, 322-324
resizing, 322-324
selecting, 322
shapes, 325-326
text direction, 330
theme colors, 347-348
tips for creating, 330-331
vertical alignment, 326-327
wrapping text, 327-328
text entry, 60. See also text
building blocks
creating, 90-91
definition, 90
deleting, 93
inserting, 91-92
properties, 93
dummy text, 89-90
finding and replacing formatting, 83-84
special characters, 84-86
Go To feature, 87-88
Insert mode, 61-62
insertion point, 60
line breaks, 60-61
moving and copying text, 72
Cut, Copy, and Paste commands, 73-74
drag-and-drop, 73
Office Clipboard, 78-79
Paste options, 76-77
Paste Special command, 74-76
Overtype mode, 61-62
paragraph breaks, 60-61
Redo feature, 62
Repeat feature, 62
Select Browse Object feature, 86-87
symbols and special characters, inserting, 63
AutoCorrect, 63-67
keyboard shortcuts, 63-64
Symbol dialog box, 64-65
Undo feature, 62
text pane, 544

Text-to-Speech (TTS), 992
texture fills, 479-481

themes, 15-17, 256
applying, 256
colors, 16, 258-260
creating, 257-258
default, 257
definition, 167
effects, 16, 546
fonts, 16, 159
applying, 260, 690
creating, 260-261
default, 162
text box colors, 347-348
troubleshooting, 261

thesaurus, 123-125

Through (text-wrapping setting), 328

thumbnails
displaying, 89
hiding/showing, 21
.TIF file format, 399
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), 43

Tight (text-wrapping setting), 327
time
field formats, 640-641, 650-651
headers/footers, 281-283
Smart Tags for, 119

{Time} fields, 640
titles
axes, 492, 509-510
chart, 493, 504-506

{TOA} field, 644

{TOC} field, 644

**TOCs (table of contents)**
building across multiple documents, 757-758
creating from presets, 749-750
custom TOCs, 753
appearance, 755
entries, 754
options, 753-754
presets, 758
starting, 753
styles, 754
deleting, 751
marking entries, 751-752
master documents, 705-706
multiple, 757
partial document, 757
style outline levels, 748-749
{TOC} field code, 756
troubleshooting, 764

{TOC} field code, 756
toggle Case option, 174
toggleButton element, 963
toggling
grids, 330
nonprinting character displays, 192-193
toolbars
buttons, assigning macros to, 910-913
commands, formatting, 1016
Mini Toolbar, 12
QAT (Quick Access toolbar), 8-9
adding buttons, 936-937
macros, adding, 922
removing buttons, 937
repositioning, 936
standard toolbar commands, 1014-1015
templates, 298
tools
Crop, 409
Custom UI Editor Tool, 952
Office 2007 optional tools, 1020-1023
RibbonCustomizer, 969-970
RibbonX, 946-947
attributes, 966-967
customUI.xml example, 949-950
do’s and don’ts, 952-955
elements, 961-966
errors, 971-972
idMsos, 967-969
loading RibbonX customizations into Word, 950-951
loading RibbonX with Custom UI Editor Tool, 952
Memo.dotx example, 957-961
troubleshooting, 970-972
UsefulControls.dotx example, 955-956
XML (eXtensible Markup Language), 947-949

Tools menu commands
Record New Macro, 908
table of, 1008-1010

ToolBarTips, 128

Top and Bottom (text-wrapping setting), 328

Track Changes Options dialog box, 786-787
tracking
changes
balloons, 785-786, 803
color/marking options, 787
user name, changing, 787-788
revisions, 790-791
accepting/rejecting revisions, 792-793
character-level revisions, 798
displaying/hiding revision marks, 791-792, 802
enforcing revision tracking, 794
moving between revisions, 792
word-level revisions, 798

transferring sources to/from Master List, 725

transforming XML stylesheets
attaching, 897-898
creating, 896-897
document appearances, modifying, 898-900

translating text between languages, 126
options, 128-129
Research pane, 127-128
ToolBarTips, 128
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transparent color (clip art), 444-446
trendlines (charts), 515-518
troubleshooting
add-ins, 933
blogs, 856
bullet characters, 225-226
charts, 531
crashes, 979
add-ins and extensions, disabling, 980-982
document-related crashes, 980
error reports, sending, 979-980
Office Diagnostics, 982-983
program updates, checking for, 980
cross-references, 746
digital photos, 424
drawn objects, 489
editing clips, 452
e-mail, 856
envelope addresses, 348
Error! Bookmark Not Defined message, 764
fields, 653
fonts, 189
footnotes/endnotes, 745-746
Format tab, 452
forms, 677-678
Help searches, 25
hyperlinks, 629-630
indexes, 779-780
label printing, 348-349
languages for spell-check/grammar-check, 132
lassoing multiple shapes in drawing canvas, 452
macros, 933
mail merges, 598-600
master documents, 716-717
outlines, 700-701
pages
backgrounds, 295-296
orientation, 295
paragraph borders, 225
permissions, 822
printing, 150-151
research sites, 132
RibbonX, 970-972
SharePoint Team Services, 846
SmartArt diagrams, 558
styles, 261
tab stops, 225
tables, 393
templates
Application Data missing, 316
global templates, 317
loading at startup, 317
Normal.dotm, 315-316
updating styles, 316
text boxes theme colors, 347-348
themes, 261
TOCs (tables of contents), 764
XML, 894-896, 900-902
TRUE() function, 388
TrueType fonts, 162
Trust Center (Privacy Options), 820-821
trusted locations, 816-817, 929
trusted publishers, 818, 929
TTS (Text-to-Speech), 992
Turabian citation style, 722
turning off chart legends, 506
Type setting (indexes), 773-774
typefaces. See fonts
typing text. See text entry
\u switch ([TOC] field), 756
underlining
hyperlinks, 608-609
text, 171-172
Undo feature, 62
undoing mistakes, 62
unlinking subdocuments, 712
unlocking subdocuments, 715
unreadable files, recovering data from, 978
unsupported file types
converting to Word 2007, 987
opening, 56
up/down bars, adding to charts, 520
Update stylename to Match Selection command (Styles pane), 234
Update Table of Contents dialog box, 750
updating
custom properties, 53
document styles, 313, 316
fields, 637-639, 653
indexes, 775
program updates, checking for, 980
research sites, 130-131
styles, 248-249
table of contents (TOC), 750
[IncludeText], 627
[Link] fields, 623
Upload Document command (Office Live workspaces), 827
uppercase, 174
upside-down text, 346-347
Use Contextual Spelling (spell-check), 101
Use Wildcards option (Find command), 82
UsefulControls.dotx file, 955-956
user information fields, 642
User Information tab (Setup program), 1019
user names, 787-788
user templates
accessing, 304-306
starting documents with, 303-304
{UserAddress} field, 642
{UserInitials} field, 642
{UserName} field, 642
validation
addresses (mail merges), 589
ers (XML), 894-896
value axis, 492
VBA (Visual Basic for Applications), 906, 1022
VBE (Visual Basic Editor), 923-924
VBScript, 859
vector graphics, 426-427. See also clip art
Vector Markup Language (VML), 858, 865
vertical alignment formatting, 271
text boxes, 326-327
vertical picture positioning, 407
vertical text
text boxes, 330
WordArt, 488
View menu commands
table of, 1003-1004
Web Layout, 861
View settings, 938
viewing
comments, 789-790
Developer tab, 660
document maps, 21
documents side by side, 794-795
gridlines, 21
hidden folders, 316
index field codes, 780
installed add-ins, 931
message bar, 21
multiple documents, 22-23
multiple windows, 22-23
nonprinting characters, 192-193
Reviewing pane, 784
revision marks, 791-792, 802
Ruler, 21
Style area, 238-239
subdocuments, 709-710
thumbnails, 21
Web page header information, 868
views, 19
Draft, 20, 238-239
Full Screen Reading, 20, 799-800
moving between screens, 800
options, 801-802
single-column display, 802
tools, 800-801
Outline, 20, 683
Print Layout, 20
switching, 20-21
Web Layout, 20
visible attribute (RibbonX), 966
visited hyperlinks, 608
Visual Basic Editor (VBE), 923-924
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), 906, 1022
VML (Vector Markup Language), 858, 865
voice recognition, 992
VoiceXML, 878
\w switch ([TOC] field), 756
walls of charts, 492
Washout color mode, 413
watermarks
applying to pages, 287-288
built-in, 288
clip art, 289
creating, 289
custom text watermarks, 288-289
wavy green lines, 97-98
wavy red/blue lines, 96
Web
clip art, making available offline, 431-432
Collections, 435
formats, 41-42
Layout view, 20, 861
pages. See Web pages saving documents to, 36
themes, 1022
Web Options dialog box
opening, 863
overview, 863
tabs
Browsers, 863
Encoding, 867
Files, 865-866
Fonts, 867
General, 864
Pictures, 866-867
Properties, 868
Web Page Preview command (File menu), 870
Web pages
appearance, 863-864
cascading style sheets (CSS), 874
cmpared to blogs, 848
content, adding, 869-871
creating, 861
file formats, 859-860
options, 865-866
filtered, 42, 874
fonts, 867
format, 41
header information, 868
.htm format, 862
hyperlinks
adding to images, 870
creating, 869
defined, 868
e-mail hyperlinks, 870-871
language encoding, 867
page sizes, 866-867
previewing, 861
saving documents as, 860-862
scripting languages. See scripting languages
single file Web pages, 874
tables, 871-873
templates, 873
widows, preventing, 223-225
Width value (tables), 226-227
Windows
Clipboard, 429
options, 79
pasting text to, 78-79
saving contents of, 93-94
cryptography, 808-809
SharePoint Services Support, 1023
Vista
Favorites List, changing, 37
Fax and Scan utility, 149
file extensions, 56
file Save location, changing, 32-34, 54-55
fonts, 165
Previous Versions button, 50
XP
Favorites bar, changing, 37-38
file extensions, 56
file Save location, changing, 34-35, 54-55
fonts, 164
Microsoft Fax, 149-150
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wizards. See specific wizards

Word 97-2003 templates (.dot), 299

Word 2003 menu commands (Word 2007 equivalents)
  Edit, 1002-1003
  File, 1000-1001
  Format, 1006-1008
  formatting toolbar, 1016
  Help, 1013-1014
  Insert, 1004-1005
  standard toolbar, 1014-1015
  Table, 1010, 1013
  Tools, 1008-1010
  View, 1003-1004
  Window, 1013

Word Options dialog box, 100, 939, 942
Always Create Backup Copy check box, 979
AutoFormat options, 186-187
AutoRecover options, 977-978
Check for Updates check box, 980
Confirm Conversion at Open check box, 980
Paste options, 76-77
Popular option, 940
Printing Options, 137-140
Save Files in This Format options, 989

Word Viewer, 990
word-level revisions, 798

WordArt, 484
alignment, 488-489
creating, 485
equations, 557
fill, 487
letter height, 487
positioning, 485
shapes, 486
spatial, 486-487
styles
  applying to chart text, 530-531
  SmartArt diagram text, 543-544
text wrap, 485
tight, 346-347
vertical/horizontal text, 488

WordML, 38, 878
advantages, 879
counting, 879-881
definition, 878
equations, 557
font formatting, 157

WordPad, 990
WordPerfect documents, converting to Word 2007, 987

words
  adding to custom dictionaries, 105
count statistics, 111
flagged words, 104
list (custom dictionaries), 104
looking up
  definitions, 122-123
  synonyms/antonyms, 123-125
spell-check, 96-97

workgroup templates, accessing, 304-306
worksheets (Excel), 392-393
workspaces (Office Live), 824
accessing from browser, 826-827
checking out documents, 827-828
creating, 825-826
definition, 824-825
deleting files from, 833
document alerts, 828-829
documenting documents from, 829-830
saving files to, 830-833

Writing Style option (grammar-check), 102

X

X axis, 492
\x switch ([TOC] field), 756
XBRL, 878
XE fields, 644, 771
XML (eXtensible Markup Language), 38, 876, 947-949
advantages, 877-878
comparing to HTML, 876-877
content accessibility, 993
adding attributes to elements, 892-893
adding data to existing elements, 890-892
adding elements to, 889
creating with Word, 886-888
Schema Validation options, 888
validation errors, 894-896
XML Save/View options, 888
overview, 858, 876

schemes
adding to Word 2007
Schema Library, 885-886
creating, 885
definition, 882-883
document, 883-884

eslides
attaching, 897-898
changing document appearance with, 898-900
creating, 896-897
tags, printing, 139
troubleshooting, 900-902
VoiceXML, 878

WordML, 878
advantages, 879
creating, 879-881
definition, 878
ingredients, 881-882

XWRL, 878

.XML file format, 41

XPS format, saving files in, 990

XSLT stylesheets, 896-900

X, Y charts, 502

Y-Z

Y axis, 492
\y switch ([Index] field), 776

Z axis, 492
\x switch ([TOC] field), 756

\\z switch
  [Index] field, 776
  [TOC] field, 756

zoom, 21-22

Zoom dialog box, 22